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EDITOR’S WORD
Welcome

Editor’s Word...
Welcome to the December issue

T
NET

ALISON COWIE

his has proved yet another uncertain
year for businesses in the North East
and beyond: the main reason being,
Brexit. We now have a withdrawal
agreement on the table – which has
been agreed by the EU – but politicians in Whitehall
continue to fight among themselves. As we go to
print, we still don’t know if the proposed deal will
go through Parliament. No-deal would create an
unprecedented period of turbulence for the UK
economy, so my fingers are crossed that this won’t
happen. I, along with everyone else, wait to see.
But despite the volatility of recent weeks, there
have been high points for regional businesses in
2018 and North East Times has decided to celebrate

some of these with its first Impact Awards. Thank
you to everyone who made nominations and
congratulations to our winners: Lesley Spuhler,
Steve Parkin, Jim Mawdsley, John Savage and Neil
Herron. Extra applause also goes to Lesley, who
takes our Outstanding Impact Award 2018.
The coming weeks and months are going to be
challenging for local businesses but let’s hope that,
as a region, we can build on our strengths, address
our weaknesses and continue to make an impact
both nationally and internationally.
The team and I wish you all a Merry Christmas
and a Happy New Year.

alison@netimesmagazine.co.uk
07961091522
@AlisonNETimes

IMPACT AWARDS 2018
POWERED BY

PARTNERSHIP:

CATEGORY SPONSORS

To become one of our exclusive corporate partners, please contact: martin@netimesmagazine.co.uk
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NEWS
Bulletin

BULLETIN
BUSINESS

Call for improvements
to SME banking services
Better small business banking could deliver
£1.8 billion boost to the North East’s economy,
according to new research

T

SB has published flagship research in Parliament on the
impact of better banking and business services on the
productivity of British SMEs. Boosting Local Business,
based on research from Oxford Economics and
YouGov, reveals that giving small businesses access to
the products, tools and advice they need could deliver a ten per cent
increase in their productivity and boost UK GDP by up to £70 billion.
In the North East, this would equate to a £1.8 billion increase to GDP.
The report’s findings also show that, among the North East’s SMEs,
over half (52 per cent) of small businesses in the North East believe
that they pay an unfair amount in business banking charges while
across the UK, over two thirds of SMEs (68 per cent) believe that
their needs are being overlooked in favour of larger, more profitable

companies.
In order to remove the barriers to ambition for our nation’s SMEs,
the report recommends, among other things, that banks should help
provide access to local advice and support to help small businesses
manage and grow their ventures. They should also offer greater
transparency and fairer pricing practices for small businesses.

PROPERTY

Construction body awarded £60k
apprentice bursaries
Northern Counties Builders Federation (NCBF), an organisation
which promotes the interests of regional SME construction
companies, has launched an innovative apprentice bursary
scheme initially worth more than £60,000 to assist its members
to take on apprentices.
The scheme is being trialled for the first time this year with
three bursaries. Members of NCBF were given the chance to
bid for funding contribution, which has been awarded to Surgo
Construction, Historic Property Restoration and FT Group.
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National and
international
news
Manufacturing activity
improves in November

LOGISTICS

TECH

Teesport growth outstrips
UK port industry

Digital firm promotes skills
exporting in Canada

PD Ports has announced an all-time record in
container volumes handled at Teesport.
A significant driver in this reported growth is
the increasing number of containers and trailers
shipped from the continent to Teesport with 54,400
TEU (Twenty Foot Equivalent Unit) handled
in October, the highest on record, following an
exceptional five-week period in September.

Canny Creative, a Northumberland-based SME,
has been flying the flag for North East business at a
sell-out event in Ontario, Canada.
The Blyth-based graphic design and marketing
agency organised and hosted the ‘Canny Live’ event
to showcase how branding and digital marketing
can be used to help businesses grow their presence
overseas.

Manufacturing output
growth picked up in the
quarter to November, and
firms saw overall order
books rebound from a fall
in October, according to the
latest monthly CBI Industrial
Trends Survey.
The survey of 381
manufacturers found that
output volume growth
accelerated in the three
months to November,
outpacing the long-run
average. Output expanded
in 13 of the 17 sub-sectors,
with growth driven by the
food, drink and tobacco,
motor vehicles and transport
equipment, and chemicals
sub-sectors. Firms, however,
expect output growth to
slow somewhat over the
next quarter.

Young adults struggling to
get on the property ladder

MANUFACTURING

TOURISM

Increased demand creates
jobs at AkzoNobel

Tees Valley is emerging
visitor destination

New contract wins and increased product demand
has led to a need for boosted production volumes
at AkzoNobel in Ashington, creating 22 new
skilled jobs. The global paint specialist, which
officially opened its state-of-the-art facility in
Northumberland in September 2017, has invested
time and resource into streamlining operations and
creating a third production shift at the site.

New figures show that Tees Valley’s tourism
industry is continuing to grow, with more than
19 million people visiting the region in 2017,
spending more than £900 million.
The latest figures from STEAM (Scarborough
Tourism Economic Activity Modelling), which
evaluated tourism activity in 2017, show that day
visitors have increased by six per cent compared
to 2016.

The Institute of Fiscal
Studies has released
research showing that 40
per cent of young adults
cannot afford to buy one of
the cheapest homes in their
area, even with a ten per
cent deposit.
In the last two decades,
wages have increased
by a mere 19 per cent for
those aged 25-34, while
house prices in England
have increased by a huge
173 per cent. An increase
in rental prices has also
resulted in many young
adults remaining stuck in the
sector, unable to save for a
deposit.
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NEWS
Deals

Calendar of events:
December 12, 1pm-4pm
North East England Chamber
of Commerce
Brexit and Your Supply Chain
and Operation
Location: Floor 4, Business
& Law Building, City Campus
East, Northumbria University,
Newcastle upon Tyne, NE2
1UY
Price: Free
www.neechamber.co.uk
Now there is a draft Brexit
deal on the table, join the
Chamber to hear the latest
updates on the Brexit process
and how it will affect your
business’s place in a global
supply chain and operation.
Speakers will include experts
from the Chamber’s policy
and international trade teams,
as well as academics from
Northumbria University’s
Global Operations and Supply
Chain Competitiveness group.
January 22, 9.30am-2.30pm
Workshop - Business
Planning: A guide to a
Winning Business Plan
NBSL
Location: NBSL, 6 Esther
Court, Wansbeck Business
Park, Rotary Way, Ashington,
NE63 8AP
Price: Free
www.eventbrite.co.uk
Why do you need business
planning? It gives your
business direction, defines
your objectives, maps out
strategies to achieve your
goals and helps you to
manage possible bumps
in the road. Preparing a
business plan will help you
work out the goals you want
to achieve, and the strategies
to achieve them, to remind
yourself of your goals and
priorities.

DEALS

FINANCE

Tier One Capital secures £8.5 million additional funding for
the North East
An investment fund run by Tier One Capital has secured an £8.5 million revolving credit facility from
Shawbrook Bank to support a range of property and land backed projects from residential housing to retail,
leisure and commercial property.
The TOC Property Backed Lending Trust PLC (PBLT), which has a primary listing and is quoted on the
main market of the London Stock Exchange, has secured the additional funding to fulfill demand from
projects predominately in the North East.

PROPERTY

TECH

Silverstone to project
manage SNOP development
at IAMP

Contract wins spark
recruitment drive at Opal

Silverstone Building Consultancy has been
appointed as project manager to deliver SNOP
UK’s new automotive facility at Sunderland’s IAMP
(International Advanced Manufacturing Park).
The Newcastle-headquartered specialist firm of
building surveyors and project managers won the
contract following a competitive tender process.
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A fast-growing IT firm has boosted revenues by
£1.2 million in the last six months on the back of a
series of lucrative contract wins.
Newcastle-headquartered Opal has won
substantial work in the retail, education, financial
services and creative sectors as it looks to increase
its share of the UK’s burgeoning IT services
market. These positive developments have enabled
the company to strengthen its team with five new
appointments.

MONTHLY REPORT

Autumn Budget

MONTHLY REPORT
Tees Valley Mayor Ben Houchen hails ‘first step to creating a Free Zone’ as Chancellor announces
a Special Economic Area to be established over the South Tees Development Corporation site in
the Autumn Budget

O

n October 29, Chancellor Philip
Hammond announced in the
Budget that the 4500-acre South
Tees Development Corporation site
– which incorporates the former
Redcar SSI steelworks – will be the UK’s first Special
Economic Area (SEA) and that this will give the Tees
Valley Mayor and the Development Corporation
board the powers to retain business rates to reinvest
in developing more of the site.
The Special Economic Area is expected to be
approved by Parliament this year, with Mayor
Houchen pledging to use these new powers to ensure
future business rates and rent collected on the site
will be reinvested into cleaning up more land for
development.
The Mayor said: “Special Economic Area status
will allow us to go even further to prepare more land
for private investment.”
Hailing the news as “the first step to creating
a Free Zone in the Tees Valley”, Mayor Houchen
added: “Once our future trading relationship with
the EU becomes clearer, I’ll be submitting a full and
comprehensive proposal to Government to ensure
our new Special Economic Area is granted all the
customs and trade benefits you see with Free Zones
around the world.”
The Chancellor also pledged up to £14 million to
undertake early redevelopment of a part of the site
and attract new business and investment. This would
take Government’s total commitment on the site in
the past year to £137 million.
The additional cash announced will assist in
immediate short-term measures to unlock two major
metalworks projects. Work will start early next year
to get the area ready for the projects, which are
worth hundreds of millions of pounds and will bring
at least 1500 jobs for local workers.
The announcement has been welcomed by
Edward Farmer, managing director of the UK Free
Trade Zone Association. He said: “This initiative to
create jobs and help regenerate this part of the North
East is most welcome. I hope it is the first step in the
Government establishing Free Trade Zones in the
Tees Valley and throughout the UK.”
Chris McDonald, chief executive of the Materials
Processing Institute, said: “This announcement is

great news for industry in the Tees Valley, the kind
of businesses that will occupy the South Tees site
can build on and add to our area’s already strong
materials and process sectors.”
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KEY EVENT
RTC North

RTC NORTH SCALEUP SUMMIT
The Scaleup Summit delivered by RTC North took place at Wylam Brewery to coincide with the
publication of the ScaleUp Institute’s 2018 Annual Report. Speakers included CEO of the ScaleUp
Institute, Irene Graham, managing director of Sage, UK & Ireland Sabby Gill and Roy Stanley,
founder and chief executive of the Tanfield Group. There were panel sessions with regional
business leaders including Stacey Rogers from Not Just a Print, Ross Tomkins from Therapy
Direct and Christian Brock from Hedgehog Lab and a focus on the scaleup landscape in the North
East with Joanna Berry from Durham University, Colin Bell from the North East LEP and Gillian
Marshall, from the Entrepreneurs’ Forum
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Q
OPINION

Burning Issue

BURNING ISSUE

Neil Warwick

Jeff Roberts

Head of EU and competition
Square One Law

Managing director
Roberts Environmental Ltd

If the withdrawal agreement in its current form is agreed, it
effectively maintains the status quo between the UK and the EU
until at least December 2020. There is also an option to extend the
period further under a provision contained in Article 132 of the
Agreement. As businesses have been asking for a period of certainty,
this appears to be supportive and would allow businesses to plan for
the immediate future.

The withdrawal agreement has provided clarity from a position of
uncertainty at a time when decisions had to be made. The nightmare
scenario was for a ‘no-deal’ which would likely lead us back to
2016 when the markets dropped and investments dried up. At least
with this agreement there is definitive progress and a manageable
set pathway with businesses appearing to be happy to offer some
compromise. We must remember there has been no viable option
made available by those parties protesting the agreement.

Dr Joanna Berry

Jack Simpson

Associate professor, entrepreneurship
Durham University Business School, chair Institute of Directors
North East

Yes, because businesses crave certainty. The deal on the table will
not satisfy everyone in business but the message from businesses I
talk to in the region is clear – they urgently want to see the UK get a
withdrawal deal signed off and are deeply concerned by the potential
for a no-deal scenario. All companies in the North East – big and
small – need an end to the current uncertainty that is choking
business investment. They just want to get back to what they do best.
Growing their order books, employing people and contributing to
the nation’s wider economic prosperity.

Policy adviser
North East England Chamber of Commerce

In the short term, the withdrawal agreement supports business,
however there’s still looming uncertainty over Brexit’s long-term
future and final destination. The transition period, while nothing
new, allows business to continue trading as usual with the region’s
biggest market, the European Union, with access to European
skills and to have their intellectual property rightfully respected
and protected. However, there’s frustration that two years after the
vote, we still have no clear Brexit vision. Postponing this through
transition could deter longer-term preparations and investment,
restricting our future global prospects.
*as of November 27
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RECRUITMENT

APPOINTMENTS
Your monthly guide to the people moving jobs in the region

Mike Bowman

Chief commercial officer
Inflo Software

Sunderland-based software as a service (SaaS)
provider Inflo has extended its senior management
team with the appointment of Mike Bowman as
chief commercial officer.
Mike will focus his sales and marketing
leadership experience in developing markets for
SaaS platforms to drive future expansion for Inflo in
Europe, the Middle East and Africa.

George Musson

Partner
Squires Barnett Architects

Architect George Musson has been made a partner
at Newcastle-based Squires Barnett Architects.
Formerly an associate at the award-winning
architects, George will now join existing partners
Louise and Mark Squires at the helm of the LLP
practice.

Lee Jones
i
APPOINTMENTS
Have you moved job or
appointed someone to your
team? Contact
alison@netimesmagazine.co.uk
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Head of Product Information
NBS

NBS has appointed Lee Jones to head up its Product
Information team.
Formerly European BIM manager at Ideal
Standard, Lee joins the Newcastle-based business
as it continues to expand its team following a
significant £31.8 million investment in June of this
year.

Richard Shield

Partner
Cushman & Wakefield

Richard Shield has joined Cushman & Wakefield’s
Newcastle office as partner, heading up the
development and planning team, which advises
public and private sector clients.
Richard joins from Savills where he spent four
years as director, providing development advice to
largely private sector landowners across the North
of England.

Jade McKeirnan
Wedding and events
coordinator
The Biscuit Factory

The Biscuit Factory, one of the UK’s largest
independent commercial art, craft and design
galleries, has appointed Jade McKiernan as its new
wedding and events coordinator. In her new role,
Jade, who has a degree in events management,
will be coordinating each couple’s wedding and
managing their entire client journey.

Damian Hall
COO
Silverbean

Silverbean, the digital performance agency with
offices in Newcastle and Teesside, has announced
the appointment of its first chief operating officer.
Damian Hall, who has been an adviser and nonexecutive director at Silverbean for the past four
years, has joined the agency in a full-time capacity
to oversee talent, recruitment and management.
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RECRUITMENT

JOBS
New positions available in the North East

Journalist

Senior ‘agile’ business analyst

North East Times

NRG

North East Times is seeking an experienced
business journalist to work across print, online,
events and film. The successful candidate will be
responsible for sourcing, writing and editing a
range of profile interviews, news stories and feature
articles across North East Times’ multi-channel
platform and contract publications. Applicants
should be creative and have excellent copy writing
skills. Experience of subediting and project
management is desirable. Please send your CV,
covering letter and examples of your writing to:

NRG is working with a leading digital
transformation agency based in the heart of
Newcastle to recruit several senior ‘agile’ business
analysts. You will be working on large projects
where there will be a requirement to integrate
the needs of related projects, and write individual
stories that are very clear, concise and easy to
understand and implement by the development
team. You will also be liaising with different
stakeholders to produce an overall solution. For
more information, please contact:

alison@netimesmagazine.co.uk

garyrogers@nrgplc.com

R&D tax specialists

Payments and operational finance
manager

Newcastle, competitive salary

Newcastle, competitive salary
Bryony Gibson Consulting

Newcastle, £50K

Durham, £50K-£55K
NRG

i
JOBS
To post a position, contact
alison@netimesmagazine.co.uk

This role presents an exciting opportunity to work
with a dynamic and fast-growing tax team as it
continues to provide research and development
tax solutions to clients. Portfolio management
will include aspects of compliance and planning
opportunities along with advisory to your clients.
The successful applicant will preferably be CTA
qualified (or looking to study) working in either
corporate tax or specifically R&D Tax. You must
be confident, dynamic and outgoing with strong
interpersonal skills. Ambition and a desire to
progress are also characteristics that must stand
out as there is a genuine opportunity to progress
rapidly within the business.
www.bryonygibson.com
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NRG is seeking a payments and operational
finance manager for a client. The successful
candidate will provide leadership and support
to payment operations and operational finance
activities within the banking sector. You will
be tasked with and hold specific responsibility
and accountability for improving the internal
financial journey and business architecture, being
responsible for analysing the financial information
needs for the organisation by reviewing existing
systems and working out best practice. For more
information, please contact:
craigstewart@nrgplc.com
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COMMENT
In the limelight

IN THE LIMELIGHT
Amid the chaos of Brexit, Parliament has found time to approve a historic devolution deal for the
North of Tyne region. Alison Cowie reports

Y

ou’d be forgiven for missing it – as
the UK became engulfed in Brexit
– but on November 1 the signing
of the Parliamentary Order by
Northern Powerhouse Minister
Jake Berry formally concluded the £600 million
North of Tyne devolution deal, transferring
unprecedented powers and investment to parts of
the region.
It is a result of years of hard work by Newcastle
City Council, North Tyneside Council,
Northumberland County Council and partners,
which fought for a North of Tyne deal after the
wider North East devolution deal collapsed in
September 2016.
Speaking on the day Parliament approved the
deal, Councillor Nick Forbes, leader of Newcastle
City Council, said: “Today marks a significant
day in the North’s devolution journey. We’ve
begun the work of uniting behind a single voice
and taking control of our future.”
North Tyneside elected mayor Norma
Redfearn said: “We have shown that we are
big enough and bold enough to carve our own
destiny and devolution puts us in a very strong
position to build on our strengths and achieve
great things for all of our businesses and residents
long into the future.”
Councillor Peter Jackson, leader of
Northumberland County Council, added: “So
much work has gone into securing the best deal
for the North of Tyne and I’m delighted we can
now move forward with the real business of
driving the region’s economic growth.”
Among the powers and funding that will
be available to the North of Tyne will be £600
million of extra money to invest over the next
30 years, local control of the £23 million per
year budget for adult education, and projects
to improve skills, develop land, manage public
transport, increase productively in rural areas,
and grow the digital and low-carbon economy.
In addition, a mayor will be directly elected to
help oversee and implement the above powers,
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in partnership with an established North of Tyne
Combined Authority (NTCA).
On November 8, the three North of Tyne
leaders took their first action as a new combined
authority when they held their inaugural cabinet
meeting in Morpeth.
Members from all three constituent councils
voted to approve
a ‘Home of Ambition’ strategy, which has been
drawn up over proceeding months and sets out
objectives to support early funding opportunities,
the growth of rural communities and STEM skills
among young people.
The strategy also details six priorities or
‘pillars of ambition’. They include ‘championing
enterprise’, creating the ‘leaders of tomorrow’,
encouraging a ‘hotbed of talent’, a ‘spark of
innovation’ and a ‘network of connections’, while
also promoting a ‘pride of place’.
So what is the business reaction to the
ratification of the North of Tyne devolution deal?
Jonathan Walker, head of policy and
campaigns at the North East England Chamber
of Commerce, describes the move as “a big step
forward for the region.”
He continues: “[The Chamber] has been
advocates of devolution for a number of years.
Fundamentally, because we believe decisions
affecting big parts of our economy are best taken
as close to the businesses they affect as possible.”
Jonathan agrees “by-and-large” that the six
‘pillars of ambition’ reflect the greatest challenges
facing local businesses.
“The biggest challenges are going to be getting
the right people and the right talents for the
future, ensuring access to markets, and creating
the right conditions for investment so that firms
can grow, be innovative and more productive,”
he says.
The Chamber’s head of policy and campaigns
also highlights that – looking at existing devolved
areas – the North of Tyne mayor will benefit from
“being ‘sat at a table’ that hasn’t been previously
available.”

He explains: “If you look at Andy Burnham,
Mayor of Greater Manchester, he’s regularly
in and out of Government departments –
irrespective of his party affiliation [Labour]
and having conversations on issues that make
sense far beyond his region’s devolution deal.”
Jonathan continues: “But it’s important
that North East businesses are engaged in
devolution so that when the North of Tyne
Mayor or their representatives are going to
speak to Government and investors, they can
know they’re speaking with the weight of a
broad range of partners.”
Of course, the Chamber has made no secret
that it wanted a broader devolution deal for
the North East and when the minded-to North
of Tyne agreement was signed in Newcastle
on November 27, 2017, Jonathan told North
East Times: “Devolution is an ongoing
conversation and we want to ensure all parts of
the region stand to benefit from the deal.”
Almost exactly a year on and the head
of policy and campaigns still believes this
‘ongoing conservation’ is critical.
“The more fragmented we are, and the more
we disappear into silos, the less impact we’re
going to have,” he says, adding “the business
community still sees the North East as a single
region.”
While North of Tyne devolution comes
in the looming shadow of Brexit, having the
devolution deal in place, Jonathan says, will
benefit the North of Tyne – and wider North
East region.
“Whatever we can do as a region to make
ourselves more resilient – whatever happens in
Brexit – the better,” he says.
“Devolution is not going to solve all of our
problems but it will help to get us in the best
position possible, for example, by having the
right programmes in place to invest in talent
for the future. These are the things that may
insulate us from some of the potential negative
impacts of Brexit.”
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INTERVIEW

Emily Clark and Neil Dalus

SUPPORTING ROLE
While studying for her A Levels, Emily Clark participated in the Tees Valley Logistics Academy
at Stockton Riverside College. This included a four-week internship at PD Ports and Emily’s
intelligence and enthusiasm impressed the team so much that she was offered a six-year
apprenticeship at the port. Emily is now mentored by group engineering manager Neil Dalus as
she works towards becoming a civil engineer

i
PD PORTS
www.pdports.co.uk

TEES VALLEY LOGISTICS
ACADEMY
www.stockton.ac.uk/tvla
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Neil Dalus

Emily Clark

I have been with PD Ports for six years, working
in its engineering department. I’m currently group
engineering manager (civil) and am responsible
for the asset management of our infrastructure
across our various port and logistics facilities.
We get a steady number of individuals
undertaking work experience throughout the year
in engineering and throughout the business and
Emily stood out right from the get-go.
She came to work with the civil department
during her Logistics Academy internship and her
reputation of being a really bright individual had
already preceded her from my mechanical and
electrical engineering colleagues.
The first thing that stood out about Emily was
her great attitude to having the opportunity to
sample all of the areas of engineering that we offer
at PD Ports.
It was obvious she was a very intelligent young
person, so I was sure that the academic/technical
side of civil engineering would be a given.
However, it was her attitude and inter-personal
attributes that stood out and identified her as a
great candidate for the opportunity to join our sixyear programme.
We tend to see each other individually or with
the wider team multiple times per day. These
meetings involve discussing the progress with
various schemes that she is currently looking at
and any issues that she is having with her academic
work. This is an apprenticeship that will take Emily
from a school leaver to graduate civil engineer.
She will have the full support of the engineering
team and the variety of work to help her develop
into a well-rounded professionally-qualified civil
engineer.

Before my internship at PD Ports, I wanted to
pursue a career in mechanical engineering but on
starting my internship, I found civil engineering
took my interest as it aligned with my love of
materials science.
The Logistics Academy ran alongside the four
A Levels I was studying at college. We took part in
workplace visits to various logistics companies to
learn how they operated and understand the vast
range of careers in the logistics industry.
Each student was allocated a mentor during
the programme. Mine was Jim French, one of the
directors at PD Ports, who arranged for me to
do my four-week internship within the PD Ports
engineering department. I thoroughly enjoyed my
internship at PD Ports and learned a vast amount
about all of the engineering disciplines.
I was extremely grateful to the engineering staff
and PD Ports for offering me the chance to take
part in an apprenticeship. I will be undertaking
training and receiving help that I never would
have received had I followed a full-time university
course. In the first six years, I will gain a BEng,
followed by two more years at university part-time
to gain a masters in Civil Engineering.
Neil and I meet on a regular basis to discuss
projects.
He has taught me that professional development
is a continual process that doesn’t end when you
become a qualified engineer. I have also learned
that you must focus on self-development in order
to continue doing your job effectively and become
more efficient and grow as the business grows.
I also hope to reach my full potential within
PD Ports over time and go as far as I possibly can
while contributing effectively to the business.
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INTERVIEW
Nigel Perry

10 QUESTIONS
Nigel Perry is chief executive at the Centre for Process Innovation. A Chartered engineer with 35
years’ experience in the global process industry, his career has covered engineering, operations,
technology management, and project and business management across the UK, Europe, Asia
and the US. Nigel was elected as a fellow of the Royal Academy of Engineering in 2010, he is also
chair of the Ethics Advisory Committee and a council member at Durham University, and a nonexecutive director of the National Physical Laboratory

W

hat was your first break in
business?
I grew up in the North
West and worked with
ICI before I went to
Oxford University in 1976. When I graduated,
I came to the North East in ICI’s agricultural
division, then chemicals and polymers, before
roles in ICI Polyester, ICI Acrylics and then
at the headquarters in London. However, as
ICI restructured, I found myself working in
London with PricewaterhouseCoopers. I saw an
advertisement in the Sunday Times for the CPI
role and applied.
What did you want to be growing up?
I always wanted to be an engineer. When I was
four, I saw the Clifton Suspension Bridge in Bristol
and announced to my parents that I wanted to
build such things when I grew up.
Technology, science and engineering have
always fascinated me and engineering was my
first-choice career.
What attracted you to your current role?
Back in the early 2000s, One NorthEast developed
a regional economic strategy that called for
the establishment of five world-class centres of
excellence. These would be catalysts for fresh
growth, by building on the region’s industrial
legacies of shipbuilding, coal mining and
steelmaking.
I joined One NorthEast in March 2003 and was
subsequently appointed chief executive at CPI. We
started trading in April 2004.
We’re now part of the Government’s High
Value Manufacturing Catapult and employ more
than 400 staff across sites at Wilton, Darlington,
NETPark and Newton Aycliffe, County Durham.
We are also expanding into Scotland with the
Medicines Manufacturing Innovation Centre – a
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collaboration with the University of Strathclyde,
GlaxoSmithKline, AstraZeneca, Scottish
Enterprise and Innovate UK.
What is your organisation’s mission?
People in the North East led the industrial
revolution. Here at CPI, we are channelling that
spirit to boost innovation in UK manufacturing
and strengthen UK plc.
We also work with SMEs, large corporate
businesses and academia to support the
development of new, innovative products and
processes through to commercialisation. We
de-risk the innovation process to help get more
products to market faster at a lower overall cost.
How do you get the best out of your team?
The people at CPI are extremely knowledgeable
and passionate and they get the best out of
themselves. It’s one of the fundamental reasons
why CPI is such a trusted partner. We also have a
number of apprentices who carry that same ethos.
What has been your career highlight?
There are several. Taking 28 North Easterners
to Borneo to overhaul an ammonia plant is one.
Setting up CPI is another. Funded initially by a
public-sector grant of £600,000, with one employee
(me), we are now internationally recognised, work
with the largest names in industry, have created
and supported new businesses and achieved a
turnover in excess of £50m.
However, perhaps the one that tops it all is
receiving my MBE. Meeting Prince William and
celebrating CPI, engineering and the North East in
such a public way will take some beating. The fact
Nigel Owens, the rugby referee, was there too only
added to the highlight.
What has been your biggest challenge?
Keeping the public sector engaged through

General Elections, the change of political colour,
various new Business Secretaries and getting the
latter to realise the vital importance of public
sector contribution to CPI. We – and the other
Catapult Centres – are key to building our
competitive position by enabling our world-class
university research into the market.
Who or what inspires you?
Isambard Kingdom Brunel. He was an engineer
who not only designed things, but raised the
money, managed projects, kept shareholders
happy, delivered society-changing projects and
technology – and all without a computer.
What are your organisation’s short and long-term
goals?
The translation of ideas into new products and
processes, and the development of inventions,
will always be important, and we will continue to
support that.
We will also continue to make a substantial
contribution to the Government’s Industrial
Strategy Challenge, which covers healthy ageing,
future mobility, artificial intelligence and big data,
and clean growth.
My ultimate wish is that CPI is seen as a
preferred location to develop a career. People
can progress here, and our commitment to
apprenticeships also reflects that.
How do you achieve a good work/life balance?
Running CPI is a full-time job and when coupled
with being on the council at Durham University
and a director of the National Physical Laboratory,
it means I seem to spend most of my time
working.
However, when I do get away from the office,
I enjoy time at home, going for walks with my
wife, Liz, and Angus, our gordon setter, travelling,
skiing, and beekeeping – that gives me a buzz!

i
CENTRE FOR PROCESS INNOVATION
www.uk-cpi.com
@ukCPI
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ADVERTISING FEATURE – FINANCE
Rathbones

A REALITY ‘CHEQUE’ IS REQUIRED
Chris Bartlett, financial planning director at Rathbones Newcastle, looks at the worrying statistics
that show that Generation X and millennials aren’t saving enough for their futures

T

here’s a new pessimism in the UK:
nearly two thirds of us think younger
people will be worse off in retirement
than their parents, and less than half
of adults now believe their children
will have better lives than they did.
A broad swathe of research into the
provisioning for retirement suggests this
pessimism is warranted. Younger generations
simply aren’t saving enough to enjoy the same
retirement as their baby boomer parents. That’s
rather disconcerting because we believe there are
a number of reasons why they may need to save
even more than previous generations to retire in
the same manner.
When it comes to finances, millennials
haven’t had it easy. Many graduated just after the
global financial crisis, are facing student debt
and struggling to get on the property ladder.
Immediate financial woes will have pushed
thoughts of retirement to the back of their minds.
The ‘savings gap’ – how far savings fall short
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of a benchmark for a comfortable retirement – is
estimated to be about 5 per cent of earnings for the
average worker across all developed economies.
Put another way, the average new worker in the
UK needs to save or invest between 10-20 per
cent of their income to generate a 70 per cent
“replacement rate” of pre-retirement income – the
widely used benchmark for adequate pension
provision.
There is a global funding shortfall, which is
likely to keep growing, and this is made worse
by the shift in pension provisioning that puts
the burden of risk on the individual. Younger
generations have three options: worker longer,
save more or spend less in retirement.
The reality of a lot of retirements could be very
different to the lifestyles currently envisaged.
However, millennials that do manage to start
thinking about their retirement now will be
immensely grateful to their younger selves when
they turn 65.
This savings gap isn’t just a millennial affliction.

The next generation to enter retirement, so-called
Generation X (born between 1965 and 1980), has
a mountain to climb too. This generation may be
even worse off because they will have missed out
on the defined benefit schemes enjoyed by many
baby boomers, and started work before enrolment
in defined contribution schemes became
automatic.
Even today’s educated Generation X, currently
in their prime saving years, aren’t doing enough
of it. According to a YouGov study, 30 per cent of
people aged 45 to 54 save none of their disposable
income (CEBR 2016). There is a global funding
shortfall, and it’s likely to keep growing.
		
Building your future
By saving more today, there will be more in the
coffers for later. Sadly though, this doesn’t come
without its own challenge: more in the coffers
means less in the tills. More saving equals less
consumption and less economic growth which
won’t support government efforts to shrink the
savings gap. Keynes called this the paradox of
thrift.
Let’s spend less instead? Saving does not increase
today, but consumption decreases tomorrow as
workers start to retire on inadequate incomes.
Again, reduced consumption has its own negative
impacts.
There is another option: we can all work for

longer and retire later. Hurrah! This will also lead to
an increase in aggregate saving, but not necessarily
fulfill the retirement dreams many hope for.
These are uncomfortable truths, but sooner or
later the gap will have to be addressed. The World
Economic Forum summed it up well: “Given the
current long-term, low-growth environment, it
is unrealistic to expect that saving approximately
i
5 per cent of a paycheck every year of your
RATHBONES
working life will provide a comparable income in
Disclaimer:
retirement.”
Rathbone Investment
The key question for our clients is: are you
Management Limited is
and your family members saving enough for the
authorised by the Prudential
retirement you always hoped you or they would
Regulation Authority and
enjoy?
regulated by the Financial
There are steps we can take, and we hope our
Conduct Authority and the
latest InvestmentReport, Too poor to retire, will
Prudential Regulation Authority.
also encourage some helpful intergenerational
Registered office: Port of
Liverpool Building, Pier Head,
dialogue about investing for the future (you can
Liverpool L3 1NW. Registered in
find it on Rathbones’ Millennial Matters hub at
England No. 1448919. Rathbone
www.rathbones.com/knowledge-and-insight/
Investment Management Limited
millennial-matters-0 or on our LinkedIn page at
is part of Rathbone Brothers Plc.
www.linkedin.com/company/rathbone-brothersHead office: 8 Finsbury Circus,
plc/).
London EC2M 7AZ.
Pensions don’t tend to make for the most
scintillating dinnertime conversation – we know
To contact Chris, call 0191 255
our limits – but we hope this report may help to
1440 or email christopher.
change that. Pensions need to be discussed more:
barlett@rathbones.com
if they aren’t, future retirees’ golden years may be
www.rathbones.com
more like tarnished silver.
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INTERVIEW
Linda Conlon

WHAT I’VE LEARNT
Linda Conlon is chief executive of the International Centre for Life, a £90 million science village in
Newcastle, which brings together a research institute, two NHS clinics, biotechnology businesses,
a science centre and education facilities on a single site. Previously, she was a non-executive
director of the Newcastle-upon-Tyne NHS Trust and an executive member of NE1. Linda is also
immediate past president of the Association of Science-Technology Centers, which represents
more than 600 science centres around the world and was the first European woman to hold the
post. Linda currently sits on the board of Newcastle University and is a trustee of the Heart of the
City Partnership. She is also business mentor for small charities and voluntary groups. In 2016,
Linda was awarded an MBE for services to science and science education in the North East

‘T

here is no mission without
margin’. Life is a missiondriven charity, but we raise
the best part of £3 million
every year from a wide range
of commercial activities to keep the show on the
road. Being a charity and being commercially
astute are not mutually exclusive; rather, you
cannot have one without the other.

i
CENTRE FOR LIFE
www.life.org.uk/about
@LindaLifeCEO

To be successful in business, you need focus,
dogged determination, a thick skin and the
ability to communicate well at all levels. In the
charitable sector, it’s also crucial to be able to get
buy-in to the vision of the organisation. At this
level, it is more about inspirational leadership
than management skills. I believe that you can
achieve almost anything you set your mind to
if you are prepared to listen, learn and get stuck
in. Thomas Edison was right when he said that
genius accounted for one per cent inspiration
and 99 per cent perspiration!
Surrounding yourself by people who think and
act the same as you is a recipe for disaster. You
need people who are the best in their fields and
who can challenge, innovate and bring different
perspectives.
It’s important to see things through both the
lens of a telescope and a microscope. In other
words, be aware of the day-to-day needs of the
business, but regularly use that telescope to
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assess what is happening in the wider world.
What are the trends and how might they affect
your business? Big changes are happening in
demographics, technology and the expectations
of the individual. Is your business model flexible
enough to accommodate these changes? Try out
new ways of doing things. They won’t always
work, but it’s a great way to energise staff and
learn from the process. Above all, continue to
listen and learn.
Show interest in staff and their families and
remember to thank people for their hard
work. Everyone likes their contribution to be
acknowledged. I always encourage staff to speak
up – some of the best ideas come from the most
unlikely sources.
There aren’t enough women in leadership
positions. There are currently only 30 women
in full-time executive roles in the FTSE 250. For
real change, we need to go beyond challenging
blatant sexism and look at subtle gender bias. It
can be anything from assuming the woman at
the boardroom table will ‘be mum’ and serve the
tea to asking female colleagues by default to do
tasks deemed as ‘office housework’, or referring to
an assertive woman as ‘bossy’ or ‘bitchy’. I think
the ‘amplification’ strategy employed by female
staffers in Obama’s White House administration
– in which a point made by a woman, if it was
ignored, was repeated by other women, giving
credit to their female colleague – was fantastic.
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INTERVIEW

Carolyn Fairbairn

REFLECTIONS
Carolyn Fairbairn, director general of the Confederation of British Industry (CBI), visited the North
East on November 1 to attend a special skills event for local schoolchildren at The Biscuit Factory
in Newcastle. Afterwards, she spoke to Alison Cowie about the opportunities and threats to UK
businesses as they face one of the most uncertain periods in a generation

F

irstly, what is your assessment of 2018 in
terms of business?
2018 has been an interesting year for
the UK economy. There have been
some real high spots with terrific tech
investment and strong export growth; the North East,
in particular, has been doing very well in terms of
manufacturing exports. The global economy has also
been firing on all cylinders and the UK has benefited
from that. But as the year has gone on, the impact of
unresolved uncertainty over Brexit has started to bite.
We’re seeing more postponed investment towards
the end of the year, and this will show up in future
growth.
What are the main opportunities and threats for UK
businesses?
The opportunity is that the direction the world
economy is moving in plays to the UK’s strengths.
The UK is in the top two or three in the world in
terms of the quality of our science base, and we have
a reputation and a capability for innovation, creativity
and in renewable energy. We also have a strong rule
of law and great corporate governance. These things
will help put us at the fore in the fourth industrial
revolution.
The threats are two-fold: one is that we have quite
acute skills shortages and infrastructure weaknesses
that we must address, while the other remains the
uncertainty over Brexit.
I do, however, remain very optimistic about the
UK economy.
What about sectors that have struggled in 2018 –
retail, for example?
Some sectors have faced severe challenges and retail
is one of them. That’s because of a combination
of factors. There’s been a massive move to online
shopping in the UK – which is something, of course,
that’s a strength of the UK economy – but it has
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created great challenges for retailers that own a lot
of stores. Footfall to the high street has fallen and
there are some other quite heavy burdens on our
retail sector: very high business rates regime, the
Apprenticeship Levy and the National Living Wage.
The sector is adapting and you can see
investment going into automation and productivity
improvements – but they are one of our most
challenged sectors.
With manufacturing such a crucial sector in the
North East, how, in your opinion, is the sector
performing?
I’m a great supporter of manufacturing and the
UK’s capability in it, and the CBI has set up a
new manufacturing council in the last 18 months
to promote this sector. The kind of jobs that
manufacturing brings are high-productivity, highpaid jobs and the sector is also vital for our exports.
The other thing is that as manufacturing changes,
it is becoming far more integrated with technology.
I was talking to one of our transport members
today who was saying that far less of his business
is about making hard kit; it’s much more about the
digital services that go around it. Manufacturing is
changing; it’s becoming more high tech and advanced
– and that plays much more to the UK’s strengths. At
the CBI, we’re really backing a manufacturing revival
in the UK.
How do you think UK manufacturers are managing
this transition?
The big manufacturers are, in general, getting on with
it now, so the big companies, such as Siemens, British
Aerospace and Nissan, have invested in high-tech
manufacturing capability. The interesting challenge
we have is how we encourage digital tech take-up
by smaller companies. This is something that CBI is
hugely focused on.
There are a lot of SMEs in the UK – and the North
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Carolyn Fairbairn

East – that are terrific but if they can just make
the leap into some of these higher productivity
technologies, they could see dramatic results.
But another point I should make in this context
is that this transition does require reskilling and
people’s skills base to change so that they feel
comfortable with these new technologies. So it’s
cultural and skills-based as well as about getting
the right kit into our companies.
The CBI has been promoting the benefits
of ‘flexible learning’ recently. Is this key

to addressing these reskilling and cultural
challenges?
The reality is that the world that we’re heading
into is going to change for the people in it quite
dramatically, and everyone’s skills base is going to
need updating in far more rapid ways than ever
before.
This idea of flexibility in the workplace – and
what we’re talking about is here is being a new
partnership between Government and business
on how we have the right kind of flexible training
in the workplace – is a massive opportunity and
employers are really ready to step into it. The
Apprenticeship Levy is part of this but that’s
mostly about the journey starting out. There
also needs to be ways for workers to be able to
constantly update the skills.
You mention the Apprenticeship Levy. The
CBI has been lobbying the Government about
changes. Why so?
The Apprenticeship Levy has been challenging
for businesses, but not because they don’t think
it’s a good idea to have a significant investment in
apprenticeships. The problem is how easy it is to
use for training. The levy has been too inflexible,
too bureaucratic and as a result has led to a 48
per cent reduction in new apprenticeship starts –
which is a disaster. The CBI made short-term and
medium to long-term requests to Government.
The three short-term ones have all been accepted
by the Chancellor. One is to be able to use the levy
through more of the supply chain; that was ten per
cent, and now it’s 50 per cent. We wanted there to
be much faster approval standards by the Institute
of Apprenticeships, and that’s happened. And in
the latest Budget there was also the announcement
that the co-payment that an SME has to pay
towards an apprentice will be halved from ten per
cent to five per cent.
The CBI, however, doesn’t think these changes
are enough and over time, it needs to turn into a
more flexible and broader skills levy and recognise
the needs of the whole of the workforce.
The CBI’s response to the Chancellor’s 2018
Budget on October 29 was that it had “more treats
than tricks”. Can you expand?
It was a good Budget for business in that it
recognised the central importance of encouraging
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investment. One of the most significant long-term
problems the UK has had is underinvestment
in the public and private sectors compared with
peer countries. This extends back decades but
it worsened after the financial crash. [CBI’s] big
recommendation to Government was to make
this a Budget to stimulate investment, particularly
facing into Brexit, and we were pleased to see
a significant increase in the annual investment
allowance to £1 million, a lightening of business
rates burden on SMEs, and the Apprenticeship
Levy reforms that I’ve already mentioned. There
was also good progress on the Industrial Strategy
Fund and investment in technology take-up in the
Made Smarter initiative.
There was a really good set of initiatives to try
and counteract the drain on confidence that Brexit
has created, but it did miss the mark in some areas.
Can you elaborate?
Going back to the challenges on retail, the UK
has the highest commercial property taxes of
any country in the G7. The fact that the business
rates reform didn’t do anything for the big high
street retailers was a real problem. It was a
missed opportunity to lift the burden on these
companies that are finding life so difficult. We
need to remember that they are huge employers –
especially of women on flexible working patterns
– and they make an enormous contribution to our
economy. The CBI will continue to campaign for
wholesale reform of the business rates model.
The Chancellor also announced a digital
services tax on big tech firms. There is real public
concern around the fact that big tech players don’t
pay very much tax in the UK despite having very
big presences. The CBI absolutely understands
that concern. However, the UK is a great magnet
for tech investment at the moment – it’s one of
our great spots in our economy, creating jobs and
creating opportunity, particularly at this time of
uncertainty. We don’t want an un-level playing
field with other countries and so [the CBI’s] strong
recommendation to the Chancellor is to make
those changes in lockstep with the international
community.
What’s your assessment of Brexit?*
The biggest challenge to business throughout
Brexit has been the level of uncertainty, and

most companies have had to really confront the
possibility of a ‘no deal’ and what they would do to
mitigate that impact. There is a risk of no deal. We
can’t ignore that.
The thing that remains so difficult – and which
we communicate regularly to Government – is
that the impact on jobs and investment is not in
the future, it is now: 80 per cent of our members
have reduced and postponed investment, 63 per
cent of members who have contingency plans will
have to press buttons on these by the end of the
year if there’s no deal agreed. Very worrying is that
some SMEs haven’t done anything at all to prepare
for Brexit. Our estimates are about 14 per cent.
We think that the impact on the European
Union would be significant. Estimates are that
it could put 1.2 million jobs at risk in the EU.
We know that the impact of no-deal on the UK
economy would be very significant but the risk
of no deal still remains and, unfortunately, many
businesses have had to plan for the worst.
What’s your outlook for 2019?
2019 will potentially be the most important year
in the last 20 years for business. We will either
be managing a very difficult situation in terms
of a no deal, and it’ll be ‘all hands on deck’ to
minimise the negative impact on our economy,
or the more likely version – and the one that [the
CBI] is very much hoping for – is the one where
there is a deal and we unlock the transition period
starting at the end of March for at least 21 months.
Everyone can breathe a sigh of relief and we can
move on to the massive opportunity of building
the UK competitiveness and get back on to the
issues that matter for our future, which are around
skills, innovation, infrastructure, productivity
and opportunities with the fourth industrial
revolution.
The UK has so many strengths; we need to get
back to talking about them, building on them
while addressing the weaknesses.
The CBI’s message – assuming that there’s a
Brexit deal agreed – will very much be one of
optimism, pulling together, putting division
behind us, and business working in partnership
with Government to build that strong new
economy of the future.

i
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BRITISH INDUSTRY
www.cbi.org.uk
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ADVERTISING FEATURE – LAW
Sintons

LAW FIRM TO SPONSOR
NEWCASTLE STARTUP WEEK 2019
The high-profile North East event that helps and inspires hundreds of people each year to start or
grow their businesses has secured law firm Sintons as a new premium sponsor

N

ewcastle Startup Week will return
next year for a third time, with its
two previous five-day festivals each
attracting more than 600 people
from across the UK and as far afield

i
SINTONS
www.sintons.co.uk
@SintonsLaw
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as the US.
The 2019 event is predicted to be the biggest yet,
with a host of inspirational speakers already secured
and interest expressed from across the world.
Newcastle Startup Week– which will kick off
on May 13 in the Boiler Shop, George and Robert
Stephenson’s refurbished former workshop, in a nod
to Newcastle’s history of leading the world with its
innovation – will this year be supported by law firm
Sintons, a leading advisor to startup businesses.
Specialist lawyers at Sintons have a wealth
of experience in advising businesses on the full
spectrum of legal issues they will experience in the
journey from pre-startup to scaleup and beyond.
The team – which collectively offers over 220
years of experience – has supported businesses
throughout the North East and across the UK to
achieve their ambitions.
The firm has been rated as one of the best in the
North of England for many years, and its recent
work in startup circles includes being named as a
partner of the new Tuspark Eagle Lab co-working
space in Newcastle – as part of a globally-esteemed
network for startup tech businesses.
Sintons lawyers Lucy Cook and Luke Philpott

are actively engaged in the startup community
with Lucy recently designing and delivering
interactive workshops and legal clinics for emerging
entrepreneurs at local universities and Luke
regularly taking part in panel events since relocating
from Manchester earlier this year.
Sintons’ sponsorship of Newcastle Startup
Week – founded and run by Plan Digital founder
and ‘super connector’ Paul Lancaster – is the latest
endorsement of the team’s capability in the startup
field and will see them working alongside the Plan
Digital team and other sponsors including Blu Sky
Chartered Accountants to deliver highly engaging,
informative and practical content.
Karen Simms, head of corporate and commercial
at Sintons, says: “As a leading advisor to businesses
at all stages of their journey, our team has the
knowledge and experience to help startups identify
and deal with important legal issues, in a strategic
and cost effective way. Specialists in our teams
regularly advise startups on structuring their
business, negotiating key contracts, protecting their
IP, preparing their terms of business, engaging with
their employees, securing property, and preparing
for their future both personally and professionally.
“We are truly delighted to become a premium
sponsor of Newcastle Startup Week in recognition
of our capabilities in this area. The event has done
so much to help support and inspire businesses
and entrepreneurs in our region, and has played a
central role in putting the North East of England on
the map internationally as an ideal place to start or
grow your business.”
Paul Lancaster added: “I’m delighted to have
Sintons onboard this year after being impressed by
how proactive, supportive and knowledgeable the
team are in supporting businesses at every stage in
their journey.
“Members of Sintons’ team really ‘get’ startups
and scaleups and have already delivered some
excellent talks at our monthly Founders’ Friday
events and provided expert legal advice to us on
how to deal with international sponsorships and
partnerships.”
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ADVERTISING FEATURE – EDUCATION
Durham University Business School

TACKLE YOUR BUSINESS
CHALLENGES HEAD-ON
Gain a unique insight into your business by hosting a Strategic Business Project with Durham
University Business School

i
DURHAM UNIVERSITY
BUSINESS SCHOOL
For more information on
Strategic Business Projects visit:
www.durham.ac.uk/business/bp
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W

hatever the size of your
business, turn talent
to your advantage and
face your business
challenges head-on by
hosting a Strategic Business Project from Durham
University Business School.
Taking place between June and September, a
Strategic Business Project involves MBA students
from Durham University Business School
working across all sectors and functions, applying
their skills and knowledge to deliver ideas and
recommendations to take your business forward.
This provides an opportunity to tackle a

strategic business issue that you may not otherwise
have the time or resources to address.
Eric Findlay (Durham MBA graduate, 2010)
started a new business with his brother Ben
Findlay, MachineCompare.com, and since
launching the company 18 months ago they have
hosted two business projects with MBA students
and are hoping to host another.
Having studied an MBA himself, and having to
guide his company though a constantly evolving
market, Eric fully appreciates the insight an MBA
project can bring to a company.
With Eric spending much of his time dealing
with immediate issues surrounding the growth
of his company, he had little time to investigate
future opportunities in any depth. To develop the
company’s original business plan, Eric identified
two strategic areas, based around geographical
expansion, which required further investigation.
The brothers wanted to investigate ways of
expanding their reach, and while they had a feeling
there were suitable market opportunities in India
and China, they required more information to
ensure they were minimising risk and that it was
the right move for the business.
Eric says: “We were lucky to have two MBAs
investigate the market opportunities both in China
and India, the results of which were incredible.
They provided a greater understanding of the
market dynamics and detailed recommendations
about how we can take advantage of market
opportunities. It was clear from the reports that
we needed a great deal more resource to act on the
recommendations. This knowledge has allowed us
to amend our business plan and growth strategy
to act on the market opportunity in the correct
manner and at the right time.
“The insight we gained from hosting a business
project has been immensely valuable, and we
look forward to working with another student
to explore further market opportunities. I would
highly recommend hosting a business project
to other companies to help them achieve their
strategic objectives.”
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ADVERTISING FEATURE – LAW
Womble Bond Dickinson

MAKING A MARK
Kevin Robertson, partner and head of Newcastle office, looks back at an eventful 2018 for
transatlantic firm Womble Bond Dickinson and the impact it has made in the North East, while
looking ahead to 2019

T
i
WOMBLE BOND
DICKINSON
www.womblebonddickinson.
com/uk
@WBD_UK
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his time last year we were all talking
about Brexit – 12 months on it
still dominates both the political
and business agendas. As March
29 edges closer, we are working
with our clients to support them during what
remains an uncertain transition period. Brexit
will pose challenges and present opportunities
to many businesses over the next 12 months,
but particularly those companies with import
and export interests. A sizable number of such
businesses are manufacturers based here in the
North East.
Manufacturing is a key sector for the region,
and it’s a key sector for our firm. Earlier this
year, we partnered with EEF on a report which
examined the general public’s perception of UK
manufacturing. The results demonstrated that the
public believe that the sector remains essential to
the future success of the UK economy post-Brexit
and that the public want Government to place
more value on it.
This year has also been a fantastic year for
Womble Bond Dickinson in the region. As a firm,
whilst we have 26 office locations across the UK
and US, Newcastle remains our largest single office
and at the heart of our overall business. We have
been proudly supporting North East businesses

for over 200 years and the past year has been no
different with our lawyers supporting a number
of key clients across the region. Two of our
larger deals for North East based businesses were
recognised at this year’s North East Dealmakers
awards. We were proud to have advised
longstanding client Tekmar, based in Newton
Aycliffe, on its AIM listing and the Royal Institute
of British Architects on the £31.8m investment by
Lloyds Development Capital into Newcastle based
NBS.
Our scale and reach also enables us to promote
the region as a fantastic place to invest and do
business. One way we look to do that is through
supporting the Department for International Trade
and their US trade missions, with some of our US
colleagues hosting a delegation from the region
in Boston this month. Our team also joined the
North East Automotive Alliance for the Southern
Automotive Conference in the US earlier this year,
the visit included a tour of automotive industry
hotspots across South East America to strengthen
ties between the regions.
More generally, 2018 has been a fantastic year
for the North East. NewcastleGateshead hosted
the Great Exhibition of the North, an engagement
and creative programme of activity that brought
many new visitors to the region and one we were
proud to have played our part in supporting
as legal partner. The £600m North of Tyne
devolution deal was also signed in November,
following in the footsteps of the Tees Valley who
signed their deal in 2015. We look forward to
seeing the positive impact this brings to the region
over the coming years.
2019 promises to be another year of change,
with the impact of Brexit on all of our businesses
(hopefully) becoming clear. We will continue
to work with our clients and partners across the
region to ensure the business community meets
the challenges and takes the opportunities that
Brexit presents. The region continues to produce
some fabulous success stories and we look forward
to supporting this, locally and further afield, for
years to come.
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NORTH EAST TIMES
– IMPACT AWARD
WINNERS 2018
This autumn, North East Times launched its inaugural
Impact Awards. Our five categories (finance, global,
regional, profile and innovation) were specially chosen to
celebrate those North East-based individuals who have
made an indelible mark this year in a variety of ways.
Here are our winners…
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OUTSTANDING
IMPACT AWARD
REGIONAL IMPACT
AWARD
LESLEY SPUHLER

CEO, SAFC FOUNDATION OF LIGHT

L

esley Spuhler has worked

has driven her and her colleagues to raise

in the charitable sector

the total from a range of trusts, foundations,

for most of her life. After

public sector and the business community.

time spent at the Prince’s

The Beacon of Light – which officially

Trust and the Tyne & Wear Community

opened in September 2018 – now sits

Foundation, she was asked if she would join

proudly adjacent to Sunderland AFC’s

a team to establish a charitable foundation

Stadium of Light and has quickly become

for Sunderland AFC.

one of the most impressive buildings on

“Sir Bob Murray, who was the club’s
chairman at the time [and remains chairman

Wearside thanks to its striking contemporary
design.

of the foundation], gave us a blank piece

The innovative facility houses a rooftop 4G

of paper and said, ‘we have this fabulous

football barn, six outdoor five-a-side pitches,

stadium and football club, we now have to

a versatile indoor arena, which can also host

do more for the community,” Lesley recalls.

national sporting competitions, corporate

Lesley, who joined the foundation in 2001
as a development manager, threw herself
into the project and her dedication and

exhibitions and events, a suite of classrooms,
offices and informal learning spaces.
Through four distinct zones: Education,

hard work paid off when she was swiftly

Health and Wellbeing, Sport and Play, and

promoted to managing director and then

World of Work, the Beacon of Light will

chief executive officer.

provide a vast range of activities to 6000

The foundation has since become one
of the most pioneering sports charities in
the world, winning multiple awards for its

people from all backgrounds and ages each
week.
Lesley, whose office overlooks the new

ground-breaking sports, health, community

building, is rightly proud of what she, her

and education programmes, delivered

team, the trustees and the investors have

by professional teachers, health workers,

achieved.

coaches, family learning officers and youth
workers.
The foundation was part of Sunderland’s
bid to co-host the World Cup 2018. As part
of this, it conceived the idea to construct a

“I look out my window and I’ll see little
ones, families and veterans visiting the
Beacon. You can see this community
growing.”
It is projected that the Foundation of Light

cutting-edge, multi-use facility that would

and the Beacon of Light will deliver a social

benefit the local and wider community. While

return on investment of £73 million over the

the bid was ultimately unsuccessful, the

next 20 years. And while Lesley recognises

foundation remained committed to its dream

the importance of such figures, she is keen

and for the past five years, Lesley and her

to focus on the impact made to the 300,000

team have worked tirelessly to turn it into a

people who have already visited the new

reality.

venue, reflecting:

Raising the required £20 million for the

“The Beacon and the foundation are about

facility, Lesley admits, has given her “a few

individuals’ stories and these stories are

sleepless nights” but an unwavering faith

being created right now.”
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FROM LESLEY’S
NOMINATION:
“IT IS [LESLEY’S]
VISION, FOCUS AND
HARD WORK THAT
HAS BROUGHT THE
BEACON OF LIGHT
TO THE NORTH EAST,
BRINGING THE REGION
INTO THE NATIONAL
SPOTLIGHT FOR THE
RIGHT REASONS.”
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GLOBAL IMPACT
AWARD
STEVE PARKIN

CEO, MAYBORN GROUP

D

erbyshire-born Steve Parkin arrived in the North East to study a degree
in geography, after which he completed a post-grad in marketing.
He joined Dewhurst Group Ltd and spent time in Bedford and
London before the sales and marketing specialist decided to return to

the North East.
Steve attended several interviews before he met Michael Samuel of Mayborn Group
that owned, among other brands, Tommee Tippee, which had first come to prominence
when it launched the first non-spill sippy cup.
Steve joined Mayborn Group to head its sales and marketing department and has
been with the company for the past 20 years. In that time, the business has gone
through several acquisitions. In 2006, it was sold to 3i Private Equity, after which Steve –
who had worked in several senior management positions – was appointed CEO in 2010.
The company was then acquired by Shanghai Jahwa in 2016, which is owned by Ping An
Trust Co, a multi-billion dollar Chinese insurance, banking and investment conglomerate.
As head of Mayborn Group and Tommee Tippee – which recently moved its
headquarters to a state-of-the-art facility on Balliol Business Park, North Tyneside –
Steve has overseen impressive company growth.
“Our market share in the UK has gone from 22 per cent in the early 2000s to 40 per
cent share now,” the CEO reveals.
But it’s the international results of Mayborn Group that sets the company apart.
This started in 2010, when the company launched into America, entering into an
exclusive deal with what was then the number one baby retailer, BabiesRUs. Mayborn
Group now operates in 27 countries across the globe.
Steve explains that in 2018, there have been three main drivers for international
growth. The first has been the launch into the world’s largest juvenile market: China.
“The main challenge with China is that it’s a very fragmented market, Steve says. “But,
with our ownership structure change [Shangahi Jahwa], we now have 3000 distribution
points in China – which has more than 18 million births a year.
“China will be about 20 per cent of our total growth over the next five years,” the
CEO adds.
The second driver has been the acquisition of Australian baby sleep brand, Gro.
“Historically, Tommee Tippee has been famous for feeding, comforting and changing
but we wanted to expand into the sleep category, which is the biggest unmet need
when it comes to parents not getting enough sleep,” says Steve.
“Gro had created a great brand which had built a strong foothold in the Australian
and UK markets. We’re looking to internationalise the brand and have already launched
it in America and France.”
The final driver for 2018, Steve reveals, has been “putting new routes down in
Europe,” and the company has recently acquired an Italian distribution company in
Milan.
Asked if this is in direct response to Brexit, Steve replies that Mayborn Group “doesn’t
want to be reliant on any one market.”
The growth strategy of Mayborn Group – which now has 13 offices in eight countries –
will continue to have a global focus and the CEO has set the ambitious target to double
international growth over the next three years, adding: “There’s still a huge amount of
untapped potential in the European, Asian and American markets for Tommee Tippee.”
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FINANCIAL
IMPACT AWARD
JOHN SAVAGE

MANAGING DIRECTOR, FLAME HEATING GROUP

J

ohn Savage knew it was a risk starting a business
in 2011. He was leaving a secure job in the heating
and plumbing industry, had a young family to
support, and it was not long after the business

community had weathered one of the worst global economic
crashes in history.
“The country had just gone through a recession and everything
was doom and gloom,” John recalls, “but it had always been my
ambition to run my own business so I decided to take the plunge.”
John – who started in the industry as a warehouse apprentice –
established heating and plumbing merchant Flame Heating Group,
offering essential products and spares to tradespeople.
While the owner and managing director admits that the first
year was “all about survival”, the company managed to achieve an
impressive £500K sales and £100K profit.
Since then, the business has continued to thrive, achieving
double-digit growth year-on-year. This has allowed John to secure
lucrative deals with manufacturers and expand Flame’s network of
branches.
John has worked hard to make his business stand out and has
implemented an investor director model to allow the directors of
each of Flame Heating Group’s branches to take a percentage of
the profits of their outlet.
“It makes them feel more part of Flame so they are more
passionate about the business and will work a little bit harder for
our customers,” says John. “That’s the bit of magic – there are no
other merchants like it.”
In Flame Heating Group’s last financial year (July 2017-June
2018), John has led his business to a record £16,492,000 turnover
(£474,000 operating profit). This represents an increase on the
previous financial year of £14,384,972 turnover (£393,173 operating
profit).
John attributes this year’s £2.1 million growth to several strategic
decisions. Firstly, Flame Heating Group invested in six new
branches, including three in Scotland – the first outside the North
East. The total number of Flame Heating Group’s branches is now
12, employing more than 60 people.
The company has also invested in a bathroom showroom in
Durham to extend its product offering and target non-trade
customers, boasting innovative services such as a 4D virtual reality
design hub.
Furthermore, John has secured a £4 million investment from
HSBC. This funding, he says, will allow him to accelerate Flame
Group’s ambitious expansion plans.
It seems that North East Times’ first Financial Impact Award
winner’s success looks set to continue.
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PROFILE
IMPACT AWARD
JIM MAWDSLEY

CEO, GENERATOR AND DIGITAL UNION

FROM JIM’S NOMINATION:
“JIM HAS BEEN
INSTRUMENTAL IN SHINING
A LIGHT ON THE REGION’S
DIGITAL, CREATIVE AND
MUSIC SECTORS OVER
THE PAST TWO DECADES.
THROUGH HIS NO-NONSENSE
DEMEANOUR AND ACTIVE
INVOLVEMENT IN SEVERAL
COMMUNITIES, BOARDS,
AND PARTNERSHIPS, JIM
HAS BOLSTERED THE NORTH
EAST’S PRESENCE ON A
NATIONAL LEVEL.”
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J

im Mawdsley started his
career in live music in

enterprises Digital Union represent.
Digital Union also committed to

1984, booking the likes of

‘collaboration over competition’, bringing

the Ramones, the Pixies

together organisations such as the North

and Deacon Blue as entertainment officer

East LEP. Gateshead Council, RTC, NEPIC,

for Newcastle Polytechnic (Northumbria

NEAA, Dynamo and Sunderland Software

University).

City.

Liverpudlian Jim then became involved

2018 has also seen Generator continue

in Generator, the North East’s music

to promote and support local music talent

development agency, which is charged

through its Tipping Point masterclasses

with supporting and raising the profile of

and label, and it hosted a 10th-anniversary

musicians and bands from the North East

Evolution Emerging Conference to discuss

and Cumbria. He helped secure funding from

the future of the music industry in the region.

One NorthEast to launch a music support

Jim is board member of DCMS

programme to help musicians and the local

(Department for Digital, Culture, Media and

industry manage the massive period of

Sport) Cultural Development Fund – one of

flux as people shifted from buying CDs to

two creative industry advisors from the UK

streaming music online.

– the BPI (British Recorded Music Industry)

While at Generator, Jim became involved

and the DiT Export Scheme. He’s also chaired

in large-scale outdoor events and was part

the Association of Independent Festivals

of a group that set up Evolution Festival – a

and campaigned to secure lower live music

major outdoor urban festival on Newcastle

licencing rates this year.

and Gateshead Quaysides – and sister event,

In addition, Jim has also been working with

Evolution Emerging, which showcased new

the Institute of Apprenticeships to develop

talent in the region.

a level six creative digital professional

After the 2010 General Election, Jim, who
was now CEO of Generator, was mindful of

apprenticeship.
When asked why he thinks he’s won the

possible arts funding cuts and looked at ways

North East Times Profile Award, Jim replies,

to diversify Generator’s remit towards the

“it must be because I’ve got a big gob!”,

creative and digital sector.

before giving the question more thought.

“Because of changes in music distribution,
we had built up extensive knowledge and a
solid network around digital retail platforms,
digital IP, distribution and content,” says Jim.
Generator began working with Digital

“I’ve always had this golden rule that if I
commit to something, I see it through.
“I was once part of a DCMS Live Music
Forum and [The Undertones’] Feargal
Sharkey asked me to write a report for

Union, and in 2016 it acquired the tech sector

Government on what was needed to make

networking organisation.

sure the live music industry was expanded

In January this year, Generator asked
businesses and sector specialists to attend

upon.
“I said to him, ‘why me? There are much

an open business event from which the

more qualified people in the room who could

organisation compiled a 12-point manifesto

do it’. Feargal replied, ‘yeah I know, but you’ll

to unify, promote and campaign for the

get it done!”
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INNOVATION
IMPACT AWARD
NEIL HERRON

FOUNDER AND CEO, GRID SMARTER CITIES

F

ormer market trader Neil Herron is leading the
charge for smarter cities around the world thanks
to his company’s innovative digital platforms.
This remarkable journey began when Neil

became involved in a campaign to address the problem of delivery
drivers receiving multiple parking tickets.
“It became apparent that there needed to be a more pragmatic,
common sense solution to how we manage the kerb space in our
congested cities,” Neil explains.
The born-and-bred North Easterner came up with the idea
of creating a virtual loading bay system that effectively turned
kerb space into a flexible piece of real estate. Commercial freight
operators could digitally book a space for an allotted period to
deliver goods, without the threat of being fined.
Neil began working with software developers, supply chain
optimisation specialists and local authorities to develop his digital
idea. He soon found that his platform had additional benefits
for managing traffic flow and congestion, air quality, waste
management, urban construction, and the movement of people by
incorporating the latest geofencing technology.
After receiving investment in 2014, Neil established Grid Smarter
Cities to “create an ecosystem of smart, complementary interoperational solutions.”
While the company initially used external software developers, it
has since brought this capability in-house to its base at The Core in
Newcastle.
Neil reveals that successful proof-of-concept trials of the
Kerbside Management System have taken place in the London
Borough of Wandsworth and Westminster this year, and Grid
Smarter Cities is on the verge of delivering live trials in Dublin and
Sunderland.
The team are now talking to multiple councils across the UK that
are interested in the wide-ranging benefits of the platform.
The potential for Grid Smarter Cities is also being recognised
around the world and Neil has delivered demonstrations of the
Kerbside Management System in Singapore, the US, Australia and
China.
With momentum building, the team continue to look at ways to
enhance and improve the digital solutions.
One such addition – which will soon go live in Sunderland – is a
direct nod to Neil’s past career.
“We’ve created a digital platform that allows market traders

Despite the innovative and technical nature of Grid Smarter
Cities’ work – not to mention its potential impact on global cities
and their residents’ quality of life – Neil maintains that the key to
his company’s success is rooted in simplicity.
“Rather than taking technology and finding a problem, we look

to advertise their daily specials online,” he reveals. “It’ll allow

at the problem – whether it’s the movement of goods, people or

customers to buy locally more efficiently and reduce the reliance

making a more efficient urban environment – and find a solution

on supermarket produce, which is often flown in from thousands of

that people can accept and absorb. It’s all about how you simply

miles away.”

address our cities’ problems.”
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ADVERTISING FEATURE – MEDIA
Projector

BUILDING BRANDS WITH IMPACT
The team at Newcastle-based brand and design agency Projector reveal how they use expertise
and genuine passion to help businesses perform better, no matter what the market

i
PROJECTOR
To find out more about
Projector’s strategic and
creative branding services and
how they could help build your
business, contact Phil on:
0191 265 2400
phil@yourprojector.com
www.yourprojector.com
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S

ince opening its doors back in
2003, Projector has worked with
a wide range of businesses, from
exciting new start-ups to established
global brands. Managing director
Phil Lowery smiles as he reflects: “We’ve worked
in a huge variety of sectors, so many I actually
forget sometimes: I was telling someone the other
day ‘we don’t have experience in retail’ then I
remembered the time we won an award for a
fashion label in our early days!
“It’s funny, in the last 16 years I’ve had to
become an expert in financial products, tank
attachments, paint, selling vehicles and even
handbags at one point. But I think we have to
really get under the skin of the business to deliver
the best solution.”
Following the discovery phase, the team’s next

step is to apply creativity to help bring the strategic
output to life in exciting ways.
Glen Craig, head of design says: “Our clients
often need help with their strategy – some
recognise it, some don’t, but what everyone gets
excited about is seeing new creative work.
“It’s my job to make sure that all the thinking
done at the outset is communicated in an engaging
way. It’s great to go on that journey with the
client and see the buy-in. And, for many of our
clients, it doesn’t stop there; they see the value
in us implementing their brand daily which sees
my team working on everything from brand
communications and advertising through to
design.”
Combining expertise with an open and
collabroative approach, Projector is a diverse team
of creative thinkers, strategists, designers, writers,
marketeers and problem solvers. They’ve come
together from various backgrounds and agencies
across the UK, having worked on global super
brands that include NHS, Liberty London and
London 2012 Olympics, as well as some quieter
successes making some lesser-known brands a
little more famous.
Whatever the business challenge, the team at
Projector have the creative expertise to solve it.
Offering a range of services across brand, design,
and digital, the team pride themselves on building
strong brands that help businesses perform better.
Discussing the agency’s emphasis on
collaboration, copywriter Sammy Martin adds: “It
sounds clichéd but, being a small agency, we know
that accountability is key and we place a very high
value on growing great client-agency relationships
that go the distance.
“It’s refreshing to be part of a team that doesn’t
have a cookie-cutter way of working; instead, we
collaborate with each of our clients from the outset
to help them find focus, bring their individual
stories to life and drive their brand forward.”
Phil and his team are dedicated to delivering
great solutions to businesses of all sizes, bringing
them closer to their audience and further apart
from their competition.

ADVERTISING FEATURE – PUBLIC RELATIONS

Bradley O’Mahoney

SEAL OF APPROVAL
Sarah O’Mahoney, account director at Bradley O’Mahoney Public Relations, reports on the rapid
growth taking place at her client Warmseal, its plans to create a national brand and its call for
greater regulation in its sector

T

here are many things that can occur
to thrust a business from a regional
to a national brand.
One of them is being in the right
place at the right time and then
acting decisively and quicker than the competition
to grasp the opportunity.
That is the position home improvement
specialist Warmseal finds itself in. Within a six
month period the company merged with UTS
Engineering, which triggered a major advertising
campaign both in its traditional North East
heartland and, for the first time, into other areas of
the North.
As the company embarked upon a major
sales offensive, it was informed that one of the
biggest home improvement companies in the
UK, SafeGlaze, had sadly collapsed, leaving 2000
customers across the UK uncertain and worried
that contracts they had placed deposits on might
never be fulfilled.
Warmseal acted with great speed and within
days had an agreement with the administrator to
acquire the £5.5 million order book that SafeGlaze
had amassed. To meet the surge in business,
Warmseal is now recruiting across all levels of the
business and, in particular, customer service.
The business is being driven forward by
Warmseal director, Steve Miller, who entered
the industry as a 16-year-old fabricator and
through a combination of hard work and sheer
determination, moved into sales and management.
Steve says: “On acquiring Warmseal the aim
was to grow organically. The opportunity with
SafeGlaze was unexpected and has accelerated our
plans. We are pleased to be in a position to now
complete the installations for the 2000 customers
who must have been very worried that they would
have lost their deposits.
“At the same time, this has the potential to
transform Warmseal into a national brand and
we are considering how we take this forward. The
new contracts will certainly see us take on a large
number of new staff and there is also the potential

to open offices in other parts of the UK.”
Steve continues: “We are very fortunate that
Warmseal, which was formed nearly 30 years ago,
has a great reputation and the brand itself is both
well known and respected, especially on Tyneside.
Our aim now is to take the brand, our strong
culture and honest family values to other parts of
the UK.
“We operate in a highly competitive and
challenging sector which, often for very good
reasons, does not get a good press. This can be
frustrating and we have to recognise that the
customer must come first at all times. They
invite us into their homes to discuss what, for
many of them, will be one of the biggest financial
commitments they will have made in many a year.
“The need to make sure they are totally satisfied
with the cost, the installation and customer service
is the only thing that matters. Sadly, that is not the
view taken by some companies and the call for
tighter controls and greater regulation is getting
louder by the day.
“Warmseal is determined to play a leading role
in what is becoming a movement for change in the
industry. There are great opportunities for many
companies to grow and prosper, but to enable
that to happen we need to take individual and
collective responsibility for our actions.”

i
BRADLEY O’MAHONEY
PUBLIC RELATIONS
www.bradleyomahoney.co.uk

WARMSEAL
www.warmseal.co.uk
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INTERVIEW
Judith Doyle

THE LONG GAME
Judith Doyle is the principal
and CEO of Gateshead
College, having first joined
the organisation as a young
graduate English teacher
in 1987. During her time as
principal, Judith has delivered
substantial growth in the
business, transformed the
college into an organisation
rated Outstanding by Ofsted,
and become a key influence
on regional and national skills
policy. A well-known figure
regionally and nationally and
board member of a number
of organisations, including
Newcastle United Foundation,
NGI and the QE NHS Trust,
she was named FE Leader
of the Year at the National
TES Awards in 2016. Judith
was also awarded a CBE
in the Queen’s New Year
2018 Honours list for her
contribution to education and
skills in the North East

PAST

Back in the late 1980s, there was a lack of
awareness of what the further education (FE)
sector could offer. A college was largely viewed
as a place where you’d go to get your technical
qualifications in preparation for a career in
manufacturing or engineering.
Initially, I wasn’t aware that you could study for
a teaching qualification at Gateshead College but
when I found out, I jumped at the opportunity.
Going down the traditional route of a degree
followed by a PGCE qualification wasn’t ideal for
me; back then, I had a young daughter to look
after and in those days there was little flexibility –
you had to be at university 9am-5pm, Monday to
Friday.
Gateshead College offered me the chance to
50

enrol on a part-time teacher training course while
teaching GCSE English. I must have made a good
impression as I was offered a full-time lecturing
job in 1990, I completed a PGCE in 1999 and I’ve
been at the college in various roles ever since. I’ll
always look back at my time in teaching with great
fondness; I enjoyed being able to make a positive
difference to the lives of so many people.
PRESENT

Gateshead College and the FE sector generally
have seen radical change in the last few years. Our
college has grown into a £52 million turnover
business that employs 650 staff. It’s run as a
financially stable business that continues to have a
positive impact on the lives of students, employers

and communities. It’s also seen as a credible
organisation that influences the regional and
national skills agendas.
Perhaps the biggest change I’ve seen is the shift
in culture and mindset. Since I’ve been principal,
I’ve encouraged every member of staff to believe
that this college could become the outstanding
organisation that it is today. It took a lot of hard
work and perseverance but it paid off; one of my
proudest moments was seeing the college achieve
an ‘outstanding’ rating from Ofsted in 2015.
The other big change has been the advent of new
technologies, which has enabled us to improve our
management information systems and generally
become a more efficient organisation.
The FE sector has come under greater pressure.
Colleges have had to work with reduced budgets,
which has brought some tough challenges. It’s all
about the survival of the fittest; colleges that aren’t
resilient or adaptable enough have fallen by the
wayside.
One thing hasn’t changed, though – our
focus has always been, and will continue to be,

on helping people gain skills that are useful to
employers.
FUTURE

It’s difficult to predict the future with any great
certainty, especially with Brexit looming on the
horizon, but I’m confident that colleges will
continue to play an important role in developing
the next generation of skilled workers. The most
successful colleges will be the ones that engage
with businesses, understand what their skills needs
are and help them capitalise on the opportunities
provided by new developments in the digital
world.
The increasing adoption of technology will
result in a more agile workforce with people
working in a more flexible way. However, I don’t
envisage a time when all learning will be done
remotely; people are social beings who want
to inspire and be inspired by others. A college
environment gives them the opportunity to do just
that.

i
GATESHEAD COLLEGE
www.gateshead.ac.uk/
employer
@gatesheadcoll
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ADVERTISING FEATURE – UTILITIES
troo

TROO TO OUR WORD
Andrew Richardson, CEO of troo, reveals how a recent funding boost will further help the
company on its mission to ensure businesses pay a fair price for their energy

i
TROO
www.troocost.com
0808 164 2222
@Troocost
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A

ny business, large or small, needs
financial collateral and so at troo,
we are delighted that last month
we secured the first investment
by the North East Venture Fund
(NEVF), which is managed by Mercia Fund
Managers and is part of the North East Fund.
This provides a great springboard and we are
delighted our funders have bought into the vision
and given us the opportunity to further grow the
business.
At troo, we provide a quick and easy

benchmarking system to enable businesses to
check their energy deals. It’s a great way for
companies to see whether the renewal rate they are
getting from their incumbent supplier is good. Or
whether the deal the broker has told them is the
‘best in the market’ is anything resembling that!
We at troo are different. Our approach is to put
the power back in the hands of businesses. Our
portal allows businesses to take power back and
secure a fair energy rate.
We have around 1300 customers already bought
into our approach but clearly we are in growth
mode, hence the capital backing.
To further expand, we are building a longterm marketing plan which will ultimately drive
targeted relevant traffic to our troocost.com site so
that companies in the region can help themselves
gauge what a good price looks like.
There is a great ethos at troo built around a
purpose and mission about transforming the way
businesses procure their energy. We are turning
the regular energy market on its head; it is a bold
vision.
Our view is that businesses need a reliable and
transparent partner to help them source the fair
energy deals. We will do that with them. troo has
the built-in expertise and capacity to support them
and we have the supplier relationships to access
great prices.
At troo, we don’t hide any commission in
the rates we provide, which is fundamentally
different to the way many brokers operate in this
unregulated market. But, equally, there is a huge
swathe of businesses that either roll over their
energy costs or try to do it themselves. But that can
take time!
troo can save you money, time and hassle, and
we openly declare up-front how much we make
from helping you, a modest single, set-fee rate,
depending on the amount of energy consumption
and amount of meters.
That’s it; it’s a simple model, but totally
transformational.
More than 1300 customers have access to these
benefits now and that figure is growing. We’d love
to help you too.

IN ASSOCIATION WITH:

BUILT
ENVIRONMENT
North East Times’ success in covering the commercial property sector has prompted us to widen our scope to the Built
Environment. Just as we will continue to focus on news and views in the important commercial property sector, we have extended
our interest into every aspect of the construction environment. We will seek to engage with the many disciplines involved and
highlight the issues impacting them. Above all, we will promote the excellence that exists in the North East and deliver where we
can the inside stories from within the complex world of the Built Environment
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BUILT ENVIRONM ENT - NEW S

NORTHUMBERLAND

Market Place, Morpeth
GVA, acting on behalf of the Northern Retail Consortium, has sold a
prominently-located prime retail investment at 11/12 Market Place,
Morpeth.
The building is let on an overriding lease to Chisholm
Bookmakers Ltd with an unexpired term of 8.2 years. The secondfloor office accommodation is sub-let to D&P Asset Management.

NEWCASTLE

GVA Newcastle move to
Central Square South
GVA, the UK’s largest and most diverse multidisciplinary
professional consultancy outside of the capital, has moved its
30-strong Newcastle office to a fully refurbished third-floor office
suite in Central Square South.
Tony Wordsworth, GVA, who negotiated the new office lease
terms said: “The extensive refurbishment works to the offices,
common parts and the impressive atrium have served to underpin
Central Square South’s position as the best high-quality Grade A
space in Newcastle city centre.”
Cushman and Wakefield represented the landlord along with
joint agents Lambert Smith Hampton.

SOUTH TYNESIDE

Spec scheme attracts first letting
Industrial property specialist HTA Real Estate has secured the first
letting at Infinity Park, a new speculative development in South
Tyneside.
The £5 million scheme, at Monkton Business Park, Hebburn,
comprises three high-specification industrial units developed by
Washington-based Hellens Group.
Following the recent completion, HTA has concluded the letting
of a 10,850 sq ft unit to asbestos consultancy Nichol Associates.
Nick Atkinson, director at HTA Real Estate, said: “To secure
the first occupier at a brand new industrial scheme within a few
months of completion is a fantastic achievement. Infinity Park
provides Nichol Associates with a superb standard of industrial
and office accommodation, in what is a very accessible location.”
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C OMMENT - CHR IS D O BS O N

12 years to save the planet
Being on an island with days basking in unusually warm autumnal air blown from the south, a biting wind from the north and the
threat of the first snow of winter reminds us that life is not as balmy as one would like, writes Chris Dobson
The ‘Beast from the East’ was a portent of
the future with the usual west/east Jet-stream
reversing, sucking ice cold air and snow out of
Siberia and throwing it at us as a result. Forget
those flippant claims years ago that the climate
warming ‘benefit’ would deliver weather in the
North that would be comparable to the south
of France.
No, the opposite is likely with serious
flooding, rising sea levels and crazy,
unpredictable, weather on the menu. We have
12 years to put the climate warming brakes on.
In reality, it means action now.
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) recently delivered its

Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD),

temperatures rising over the 1.5 degrees

which is chaired by Michael Bloomberg. The

centigrade prescribed maximum, we need

relevance to the built environment is explained

action otherwise there will be “rapid, far-

by Lizzie Jones, sustainability director at Savills

reaching and unprecedented changes in all

– the FTSE global real estate services provider

aspects of society”. The IPCC report involved

which has just added Newcastle upon Tyne to

more than 6000 scientific references, 91

its UK office network.

authors and review editors from 40 countries.
Will this mean a radical rethink for the built

Lizzie talks of “latest theories and
projections”, which add up to the need for a

environment? Will this impact on design? What

more integrated role within the property sector,

steps can be taken? And what happens to

with essential up-skilling of everyone’s roles

existing properties across all sectors?

to move the sector forwards as a matter of

Certainly from a property marketing
perspective, it is all about location, access

urgency.
“There has to be a better understanding of

to motorways, car parking ratios, floor-plates

the built environment’s link with global warming.

and very little about energy efficiency. True,

Its impact is evident now and is increasing. How

of course there is an energy performance

good it would be if everyone thought first about

certificate somewhere, but that does not

energy consumption, sustainability measures

guarantee ‘top marks’.

and the property’s long-term resilience rather

There could be implications for investors –
could there be a shift towards only the best
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There is a Mark Carney-driven Task Force on

chilling pronouncement – to prevent global

than, for example, just car parking,” she says.
“Unless we act quickly, the repercussions will

with others left floundering and worth only their

be evident in the next five years. Sustainability

weight in carbon?

and property investment must go hand-in-hand.

IN ASSOCIATION WITH:

At present, there is lack of action within much
of the industry. This needs to change with a
building’s impact on our environment at the top
of the list of criteria in terms of priorities.
“The TCFD is really encouraging as we
need more ‘red flag’ mechanisms, so banks
and investors understand the impacts on
the environment prior to doing their deals, or
making that investment.”
There are, of course, existing environmental
controls. “I am an advocate of the Global Real
Estate Sustainability Benchmark (GRESB)
survey, which is a great way of evaluating
property performance across the built
environment in order to better inform investment
choices,” continues Lizzie.
“Building regulations have done us a lot of
favours in this country too, but do these go far
enough? And how do property owners with
existing building stock best prepare for when
climate change hits us?
“Advice is required now on how buildings

enjoying is accelerating the process. Just
weeks ago, a container vessel, the Venta

can be climate change resistant. We need to

Maersk, one of the world’s largest ice-class

get our house in order, speed up the use of

vessels designed specifically to operate in

renewables, in fact, get everything ready – air

cold waters, successfully passed through the

quality, electrical vehicle provision, and think

Northern Sea Route (Arctic Ocean), conducting

about all relevant amenities. It’s a tall order with

a one-off trial passage.

a long list but vital that it is done now.”
The most significant risk that organisations

She left Vladivostok and arrived in Saint
Petersburg after 37 days, in the process

face today relates to climate change. Yes,

saving 5000 miles and 15 days in distance

we are at ease when greenhouse gases are

and time if she had used the usual Suez Canal

mentioned – someone else can deal with that.

route. The voyage went according to plan and

Yes, rising sea levels and other physical effects

without specific incidents. The vessel and all

will result – but on someone else’s patch. The

systems aboard performed well in the unfamiliar

resulting social consequences? Well, we can

environment.

pass on that.
Not so. Climate warming is an age-old
phenomenon but the carbon kick we are

The fact that this voyage took place at all
underlines the critical situation we are in with
little time to put the brakes on.
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INTER VIEW – NEIL HA R T

Viewpoint
Chris Dobson, North East Times’ commercial property writer, talks with Neil Hart, group managing director of Bradley Hall, the
regional chartered surveyors and estate agents, which concludes its 30th anniversary this year
The original launch of the T&WDC and its
footprint for regeneration across many parts
of our region may well have been a catalyst.
However, I would say that Bradley Hall as we
know it now was really fired up in the early
noughties. Since its initial launch in 1988,
the company has evolved from a two-person
operation to employing more than 50 people.
We’ve created a dynamic full-service property
firm which is nimble enough to change and
evolve even throughout previously difficult
recessionary times. We now have a fresh and
successful approach to business, so it is fair to
say that the motivation behind the firm back in
1988 doesn’t reflect what drives us now.
Who leads the company?

My fellow directors and I lead the company.
Peter Bartley and I have both established our
careers within Bradley Hall and have been
with the company almost 20 and 25 years
respectively, while directors Richard Rafique
and Geoff Davis both come from a client-side
background.
What legacy was left for today’s

management team to build upon to form
the business as it is today?

Bradley Hall is a very different business from
what it once was, so we almost instantly
recreated that legacy to support the growth
we had planned. In this process there is a time
1988, the year Bradley Hall was founded,

when ‘small’ has to become ‘bigger’ to thrive –

Tyne & Wear Development Corporation

that, and more, in the past few years.

Northern Development Company.

moving away from being a commercial and

background that fired up the establishment

support clients with a range of property and

was one year after the formation of the
(T&WDC) and the same year as the
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and today’s Bradley Hall has certainly achieved
The firm is growing with us and we are

These were pivotal times. Was this the

residential property agency to a firm which can

of Bradley Hall?

finance-related services. We are always looking

IN ASSOCIATION WITH:

at the bigger picture and encouraging activity
not just for the clients and our business, but the
region’s economy.
You were appointed managing director
in 2015 and have been the catalyst for
the growth of the business. What sort

of business was it just three years ago
compared to what it is today?

That’s nice of you to say, but it’s far from just
me. The current management team, which I
appointed, has been key to the success of the
business. When each member was appointed,
we made a business plan, and everyone has
exceeded that plan. They wholly bought into the
growth and commitment mindset. This business
is built on people and this team is delivering with
real determination.
Although I have been MD for three years,
I have been with the business since 2000,
when I was a graduate. Back in 2005, the

opened in 2017 and shows to us how important

business was a two-office operation, consisting

it is to have representation in locations where

of Durham and Sandyford. I launched a new

the markets are responding to the initiatives

Gosforth operation in 2005 and Grey Street,

being brought forward by the City Council via

Newcastle, in 2011. We completed the move to

projects such as Vaux.

Hood Street in 2016 so we could occupy bigger
offices to accommodate our growing team.
During all this activity, we also opened four other
offices while further growing our operations and
presence in Durham.

Any visionary thoughts on the future of
Bradley Hall?

There is much on the horizon. The business is
sound, and we are proud of our great team.
There are some obvious ‘unknowns’ in regard

What is the geographical structure of the

to Brexit, which will no doubt impact both

offices?

the private and public sectors. Despite this

We are centred on our head office in Newcastle

upcoming uncertainty, we can say that we have

and our other offices include Gosforth, Durham

thrived, grown and overcome many economic

City, Alnwick, Morpeth, Sunderland and our new

hurdles, which have often destroyed other

office in Hexham. This gives us the geographical

businesses in the region. Our strength and

cover required and an understanding of the

resilience will no doubt continue as we look to

subtle differences in markets, say comparing

continue growing and providing the best full-

Alnwick with Durham City. Sunderland was

service practice in the region.

Bradley Hall
www.bradleyhall.co.uk
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A DVER TISING FEATU RE – P RO P E R TY - K A RBON H O M E S

Karbon lays strong
foundations
One of the North East’s largest housing providers is set to develop at least 500 new homes a year as part of an ambitious new
strategy
Karbon Homes has issued £150 million in new

seen for a public housing association bond in

bonds to support the delivery of its Strong

the past five years. The bond finally priced at

Foundations Strategy.

Gilts+153bps.

The strategy outlines a number of key aims,

Karbon Homes’ brand, its leadership, strategy

to develop at least 500 high quality new homes

and approach to risk management. They were

every year.

also impressed with the strength of the Karbon

The organisation provides a range of ways for

communities of the North East of England, to the

and shared ownership, to affordable housing,

position it now occupies following a number of

social housing and supported and specialised

successfully-managed mergers in recent years.

Karbon Homes also remains committed

of our five year strategy, which is driven by the

existing homes across the North East and

needs of our customers.
invest any surplus into building, improving and

they are fit for the future.

maintaining homes, and providing sustainable
outcomes for customers and places. Combining

customer service and engaging and listening to

a sound business head with a strong social

customers to shape its products and services.

heart, this bond ensures we have the financial

Karbon Homes wants to shape strong,
sustainable places by prioritising safety and
security, investing in community projects, and

strength to deliver our strategy, so we can build
strong foundations for more people.”
Sarah Glendinning, regional director of the

working in partnership to address key customer

CBI, adds: “It is really encouraging to see such

issues such as employability and financial

ambitious aims from one of our region’s biggest

inclusion.

businesses.

The foundations to deliver this strategy have

“Karbon Homes’ commitment to address

been firmly laid following a recent G1/V1 rating

the housing crisis through continued investment

from the Regulator of Social Housing – the

in existing homes and the delivery of 500 new

highest possible score for governance and

homes a year is impressive. This is great news

viability, and a strong A+ credit rating from

for not only the North East economy but also the

Standard & Poor’s.

wider positive impact on Karbon Homes’ supply

The housing provider has now issued a bond

chain. “The organisation’s continued focus on

so it can have an even greater positive impact

delivering an excellent customer experience is

on its customers, communities and the region.

also clear, and by seeking regular and genuine

Following roadshows to investors last week,

customer insight to inform and shape their

Karbon Homes raised £150m of new bonds,

products, services and activity, they will be able

with a further £100m retained for later sale.

to deliver for their communities. “With these

The bond oversubscription of five times at
final pricing is thought to be one of the highest
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“As a profit for purpose business, we

maintenance over the next ten years to ensure
Its main business driver is to deliver excellent

@KarbonHomes

Paul Fiddaman, chief executive of Karbon
Homes (pictured), says: “We are extremely proud

to continued investment in its almost 30,000
Yorkshire, and has committed £180m in planned

www.karbonhomes.co.uk

story, from its deep roots within the local

customers to access homes: from homes to buy

housing.

Karbon Homes

Investors were attracted by the strength of

including plans to expand its build programme

strong foundations, Karbon Homes has a bright
future ahead.”
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A DVER TISING FEATU RE – BU ILT E NV IRO NME NT - DUN WO O DI E AR C H I T EC T S

Exciting times ahead
Peter Swift reflects on how a new chapter in his architecture career is progressing since he joined forces with Laura Ruxton a
year ago

In December 2017, Peter Swift merged his

develop the business,” says Peter. “We are

business with Dunwoodie Architects to lay the

very different people. Laura has worked at

foundations for a stronger combined business

Dunwoodies since coming to the UK from

built on the history of the 28-year-old practice,

Colombia 13 years ago and has helped

with Peter joining Laura Ruxton as a director.

establish the practice in the highly specialised

“My career in architecture began when

area of healthcare architecture, to the extent

my father took me around building sites,

that the practice is now widely recognised as

leading to us building our own house and

an industry leader.”

me subsequently considering a career in

strengthen the healthcare side of the business

some knowledge in my university interviews on

but Peter’s arrival is intended to expand the

the practical side of the profession. I do vividly

practice’s coverage into other areas – primarily

remember being able to recite the dimensions

commercial and retail where he has wide

of a brick, which clearly clinched the place for

experience.

me,” he reflects.
Following seven years studying, Peter

www.dunwoodiearchitects.co.uk

the Maltese Government for a 350,000sq ft

followed by Couves Ltd, before becoming a

Outpatients Building (where Laura presented

director at Dewjoc Architects and then starting

the scheme to the Deputy Prime Minister) and

on his own in 2011.

also developed the Stack shipping container
development in the centre of Newcastle.

setting up my own practice was a bit of a risk.

“The timing of these two projects was

However, I had maintained relationships which

perfect for us,” says Peter. “They sum up

paid off quickly as I was appointed by McAleer

what we are trying to do with the business, ie

& Rushe to take the £100 million Newgate

continuing with the long established and much

Centre in Newcastle to planning.”

respected healthcare side of the practice, but

The move to join with Dunwoodie Architects

also changing perceptions almost overnight

satsified the needs of both parties, as Peter

by delivering such a high-profile contemporary

explains: “I met with Laura last year after I

development in the city centre.

had been researching shipping container

“This is something we want to build upon,

developments. I have lost projects in the past

with other similar schemes in the pipeline.

as I was no longer with a larger organisation

Whilst Stack is by no means the highest-value

but was determined that this was not going to

project I have been involved in over the years,

happen again. I knew the strengths of the team

it is without doubt one of the most high profile.

from having worked there previously so was

We are fast approaching the end of our first

aware they had the attributes that I needed.

year in business together but really couldn’t

“The timing was ideal as Laura was looking
for someone with experience to help her
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In their first few months, Dunwoodie has
succesfully delivered consultancy services to

started work at the Alan J Smith Partnership,

“I did this in the middle of the recession, so

Dunwoodie Architects

Peter and Laura want to grow and

architecture. It also enabled me to speak with

have expected to get off to such an exciting
start!”
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ADVERTISING FEATURE – TECH
Glass Digital

SMASHING YEAR FOR GLASS DIGITAL
Bridie Gallagher, managing director of Glass Digital, reflects on a successful year for the digital
marketing agency

O

i
GLASS DIGITAL
www.glass.digital
@GlassDigitalLTD
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n August 10, we moved the
Glass Digital team out of our
old premises in the West End of
Newcastle and into a new office
complex in the Ouseburn valley.
2018 has been the best and biggest year for us so
far, and we had grown out of our old office space in
every way, so moving to a bigger and more modern
premises in the creative hub of Newcastle made total
sense.
The move marked a new chapter for us, but it’s
only been possible thanks to the continued hard work
and determination of our team. Glass Digital is still
a relatively young company, having been established
in 2014, but we’re so proud of how the business is
growing.
This year alone, we’ve recruited seven new faces
who have helped to strengthen our incredibly
talented team. It’s because of our fantastic employees
and colleagues that we’re able to deliver an array of
digital marketing services to such a high standard, so
we’re careful to choose the perfect person for every
vacancy we have, and that has been one of the keys to
our success so far.
One of the main ways we measure our success is
through our retention rate and, in 2018, we’ve been
incredibly proud to retain 85 per cent of our clients.
This is largely due to our transparency principle,
which means clients can see exactly where their
money is being spent. Our overall client base has
actually grown by 29 per cent and our revenue
has increased by 21 per cent. We’re very excited to
have seen growth across all of our services and are
confident all of our hard work will ensure that it’s
sustainable.
We’ve put a great deal of work into expanding the
range of services we offer this year, too. For example,
we had long toyed with the idea of bringing affiliate
marketing into the mix, so we finally took the leap
and hired an affiliate marketing manager who had
seen success in a similar role elsewhere. This was
ideal for us, and our clients — both old and new —
have responded very positively to being offered a new
marketing channel by an expert who understands it
inside and out.
Another huge move for us has been the acquisition

of biddible, which happened at the beginning of
November. We had partnered with the dedicated paid
search agency for a number of years, with biddible
providing a selection of our clients with pay per click
marketing. So, when the opportunity to acquire the
company was presented to us, it was a no-brainer. It’s
great that we now have an experienced PPC team inhouse and we’re looking forward to developing that
side of the business in a similar way to all the other
departments.
Now that we’re offering more services in-house,
we’ve been able to take on additional clients, as well as
upsell to those we have an existing relationship with.
In the past year, we’ve secured business from fantastic
companies, including subsidiaries of Glen Dimplex,
GSF Car Parts, Lending Works, and Odds Monkey.
So we can’t wait to see what 2019 might have in store.
As you might have gathered, I’m incredibly proud
of the talented team we’ve been able to build, which
is why we’ve really focused on making their working
lives easier and more enjoyable this year. Our first
step was to implement a flexible working policy, so
everyone can come into the office any time between
8am and 10am. Staff can also work from home one
day a week — and two days a week during the winter.
Having a healthy work-life balance is so important,
and we’re trying to encourage that among our
employees.
Earlier this year, we also decided to provide our
employees with a monthly recreational budget that
can be spent on work nights out, desk decorations,
or anything else that will make their working lives
more fun. People have spent their budgets on
everything from escape rooms to meals out, and it’s
definitely led to more socialising outside of work,
which encourages more collaboration within the
office. It’s great to see. As far as where we want to go
next, we’ve had a very exciting few months, and we’re
looking forward to continuing as we are. Glass Digital
will continue to grow, and we’ll be looking to take
over another floor of our office block as early as the
first quarter of 2019. We’re incredibly proud of how
much we’ve achieved in four short years, and we’re all
excited to see where we are this time next year. We’re
very confident that things are only going to get bigger
and better.
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Close Brothers Technology Services

UNLOCKING HIDDEN VALUE
IN YOUR SOFTWARE IP
How Close Brothers Technology Services is working with companies to realise their Intellectural
Property potential

• Valuable release of capital back into your business
to either invest elsewhere in the business or to
invest in additional development of your software
• Ownership of IPR stays under the control of the
business
• Ability to flex the amount lent against the IPR
• No need for you to release equity in your business
to raise capital

R
i
CLOSE BROTHERS
TECHNOLOGY SERVICES
To find out more about Close
Brothers Technology Services

Client Focus: CPG Logistics is a longestablished privately owned company that
has provided logistics services since 1978.
Today, the company is recognised as one
of the UK’s leading solution providers for
specialist logistics services and supply chain
management.

aising capital against software
intellectual property (IP) is
becoming an increasingly popular
and innovative way for companies to
raise funding for further investment
and release cash back into the business.
As specialists in this field, Close Brothers
Technology Services has been working with
companies to unlock their intellectual property
potential for several years now.
Craig Smith, relationship director at Close
Brothers Technology Services, says: “Many
businesses have yet to realise the value that their
software intellectual property holds. Equally, many
mainstream funders don’t understand this area
sufficiently to provide appropriate and affordable
facilities.”

Challenge: the company has developed Medisa,
a standalone online system for the healthcare
industry and were keen to further invest in its
development. CPG’s management team wanted
to finance the software intellectual property
for Medisa following previous success with a
different product, Pharmisa.

How it works: to help businesses identify the value
of IP, Close Brothers Technology Services has
developed a seven-step software funding product
that sees capital released back into a business at the
end of the process (see diagram).

Results: Close Brothers Technology Services’
Software Intellectual Property funding has
proved to be a solution that has enabled CPG
to release cash from development costs and the
management team is confident the investments
they are making will increase sales revenues,
further locking their clients into an industryleading solution.

Solution: after meeting Close Brothers
Technology Services, the team at CPG agreed
a £400,000, 60-month Software Intellectual
Property Rights secured loan to finance the
development of the Medisa software catalogue
and to further develop enhancements,
increasing functionality and the ability to
service new products, including veterinary
pharmaceuticals.

contact Craig Smith on
07711 191346 or craig.r.smith@
closebrotherstechnology.co.uk
www.closebrotherstechnology.
co.uk

Benefits
The benefits are many and multiple, including:
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ADVANCED MANUFACTURING...
IN NUMBERS
UK-WIDE:

GVA £177
BILLION

(SOURCE: MTA.ORG.UK)

<100,000 NUMBER
OF ENTERPRISES
(SOURCE: INVEST.GREAT.GOV.UK)

2.6 MILLION
EMPLOYEES

(SOURCE: MTA.ORG.UK)

£13.5 BILLION BUSINESS EXPENDITURE ON R&D – ALMOST 70 PER CENT OF THE TOTAL SPEND ACROSS ALL INDUSTRIES.
(SOURCE: INVEST.GREAT.GOV.UK)

NORTH EAST REGION

(COVERING BOTH NORTH EAST LEP AND TEES VALLEY LEP AREAS):

GVA £7.2
BILLION

(SOURCE: REGIONAL
GVA (ONS)

4360 NUMBER
OF ENTERPRISES
(SOURCE: UK BUSINESS COUNTS;
NOTES: DATA FOR 2018)

119,000
EMPLOYEES

(SOURCE: BUSINESS
REGISTER AND EMPLOYMENT
SURVEY; NOTES: DATA
FOR 2017; EMPLOYMENT
IN VAT/PAYE REGISTERED
BUSINESSES)

£202 MILLION BUSINESS EXPENDITURE ON R&D – 67 PER CENT OF TOTAL BUSINESS EXPENDITURE ON R&D IN THE REGION.
(SOURCE: RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN UK BUSINESSES, 2016 (ONS); NOTES: DATA FOR 2016)
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A

t a time when the future of
the trading relationship with
our largest and closest export

market is uncertain and when our
single biggest export destination is
locked in a trade war with China, there
may be a temptation for suppliers
of goods and services to focus on
UK domestic markets. However, few
businesses will find the growth they

KEEP THE FAITH
Peter Snaith, partner at Womble Bond Dickinson, reveals
why – despite Brexit – manufacturers shouldn’t turn their
back on exporting

want from an entirely British customer
base and such a conservative approach
will disregard the many and plentiful
opportunities that export sales can
deliver.
Over recent years, law firm Womble
Bond Dickinson (WBD) has been on its
own export journey. WBD keeps close
to its customers, including its client
base in the North East of England,
home to nearly 500 employees and the
biggest office in the firm’s transatlantic
portfolio in Newcastle. But having
established a physical presence or
a network of relationships in most
major jurisdictions, WBD can connect
businesses from our region not only
with foreign legal advice but also

consider exporting to be business as

the different kinds of support and

with overseas buyers, markets and

usual and wonder what all the fuss is

assistance our local businesses need

opportunities and with practical advice

about. But that view is not as widely

to export successfully, WBD is seeking

and assistance on exporting.

held as it needs to be to help the

to make the process of tapping into

North East consolidate its position

the resource they need as efficient

understandably have a degree

as a region with one of the highest

as it possibly can be in terms of both

of nervousness about the fresh

proportions of exports and a rare

management time and cost. The firm

challenges and different potential risks

positive balance of trade.

advises multinational companies in

Businesses that are new to export

associated with breaking into new

Notwithstanding the maelstrom of

relation to international trade on a

uncertainty surrounding Brexit, the

daily basis. The export team can use

business environment for expansion

the connections and the insight and

regimes and concerns over not getting

overseas is as favourable as it has been

experience they have built up over

paid, heightened fears of being sued

for many years.

many years with large corporates to

markets.
Unfamiliar tax and regulatory

for one thing or another, especially

While national trade deals may

ensure SMEs in our region can get on

in the US, or the basic practicalities

not be as easy to strike as some of

with growing their business and make

of the distance and time it takes

our politicians might have us believe,

a strong contribution to the local and

to reach a customer are just a few

businesses should not put export plans

national economy.

of the factors that can often deter

on hold until that happens. Uncertainty

businesses from making the leap. It is

creates opportunity. Foreign exchange

good to be cautious but businesses

rates are favourable and government

should not allow the perceived perils

support under the new export strategy

of international expansion to stand in

is getting better.

the way.
Many companies across our region

Working in conjunction with the
North East LEP and suppliers of
5

WOMBLE BOND DICKINSON
www.womblebonddickinson.com/uk
@WBD_UK
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TRACERCO: NORTH EAST
BUSINESS WITH GLOBAL REACH
Industrial technology company Tracerco,
part of Johnson Matthey plc, is celebrating
60 years of success this year. Growing the
business from Billingham’s ICI plant to 22
facilities around the world, the organisation
now employs 400 people

S

pecialists in detection, diagnostics and measurement
solutions, Tracerco aims to drive technical innovation
and bring significant benefits to customers in the

global oil, gas and process industries through the delivery of
a range of products and services.
But while the organisation places importance on
technology, services and innovation, managing director Jon
Tate believes that it is the people that are intrinsic in making
the organisation a success.
Jon says: “We aren’t afraid to push boundaries in
innovation – but that wouldn’t be possible without a
fantastic team, the majority of which are employed in the
North East.
“Our people are world renowned for their professionalism,
creativity and expertise, and while we now operate globally,
we pride ourselves on providing opportunities right here in
the region where it all started.
“We recruit a multitude of people each year, with an
abundance of different skills. We encourage our people
to really get involved with the business. They should enjoy
working for us and always be striving to learn more –
reaching out to their co-workers or our fantastic leadership
team to further develop their skills.”
The organisation is continuing to evolve as their core
markets do. As technology evolves with machine learning,
artificial intelligence, big data and the internet of things,
so Tracerco’s offerings will and in turn provide even more
opportunities for their employees to shine.
Fiona Tray, HR director at Tracerco, says: “I can only
reiterate Jon’s points. Our cultural values underpin

6
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everything we do and our people are at the absolute
forefront. We place a strong emphasis on the importance of
safety and ethics in the workplace to ensure our employees
feel protected in all elements of their work.
“It’s only by developing this sense of community that
we have been able to be as successful as we have. It would
not have been possible without each and every one of our
employees whether that be in Billingham, Houston or Kuala
Lumpur.”
Tracerco has invested tens of millions of pounds in R&D,
and has supported hundreds of clients in many countries
across the world, including some of the industry’s biggest
names.
Jon continues: “We look to treat our customers in the
same way we treat our team – placing the people at the

SOLUTIONS RECRUITMENT

forefront while offering everything you’d expect from local

For more information about Tracerco, visit www.tracerco.com, or

service on a global level, delivering outstanding value and

to find out more about the exciting career opportunities on offer,

responding to their needs in a timely fashion.”

contact its official recruitment partner Solutions Recruitment at www.

Tracerco’s wide range of innovative technologies

solrecruit.co.uk

measure and characterise process conditions and diagnose
operational problems across the petroleum industry ranging
from reservoir through to refining. Tracerco’s specialist
technologies are used to increase production, reduce
operating costs and optimise shutdown programmes.
Fiona explains: “The recruitment and development of
high calibre people is vital to our future success. To keep
the business growing we are always searching for talented,
ambitious individuals with skills in a multitude of areas,
from engineering to finance, operations to research and
development.”
7

INTERVIEW Metrology Software Products

F

rom a belief that the
manufacturing sector needed
to embrace efficiency came a

concept that has truly changed the
world.
Back in 1998, when Tony Smith and
Peter Hammond began to realise the
need for the industry to change, they
could not have predicted the impact

GAME CHANGER
From its base in Alnwick, Metrology Software Products
is pioneering software that is changing the face of global
manufacturing through its use of innovation that is being
embraced by many of the world’s biggest and bestknown names. North East Times meets its founders Tony
Smith and Peter Hammond

their innovations would make – and
with another product about to launch
which is predicted to revolutionise
manufacturing further still, that effect
looks set to continue.
“We just thought there had to be
another way of doing things. The
same problems were happening in
manufacturing companies, regardless
of the industry they were in. We both
saw a lot of troubles and a lot of
complaints about bad parts, wasted
time and money, and we knew there
had to be a solution to this,” says Tony,
who worked with machine software,
with Peter working for a contract
inspection company.
Now, 20 years on from their initial
musings, the technology developed
by their business, Metrology Software
Products (MSP), is used in all five
continents of the world, has been used
to pioneer two models of fighter jet,
is used by three top Formula 1 teams,
and, in the coming weeks, the business
will introduce its Autoclock and
NC-Inspect products, which will fully
automate the production process for
the first time.
Such hugely impressive global
achievements are being done,
discreetly and quietly, from its base
in Alnwick, where its 40-strong
workforce, half of whom work in
research and development, are
8
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continually innovating to ensure MSP
stays ahead of the game and continues
its stellar upward trajectory. The
business has grown consistently each
year since being formally founded in
2002, with annual growth of up to 25
per cent year-on-year and international
sales increasing by 70 per cent last
year alone.
With its suite of patented products –
NC-Checker, NCPerfectPart, AutoClock
and Machine Pass Off Support, all of
which bring automation to aspects of
the traditional manufacturing process
– its services are commissioned by
an increasing number of major global
companies. Its first commission,
shortly after MSP launched, was
from BAE Systems to help make
its new generation Eurofighter 4
Typhoon jet – this project won them
BAE’s Chairman’s Award, alongside
immediate projection onto the world
stage, and particular attention in the
aerospace sector, which led to work
on projects including Boeing’s Airbus
A320 and the F35 fighter jet.
“The Eurofighter project was what
really established us as a company,
it was massive for us, particularly in
terms of profile at such an early stage.
Through the use of our product and
the introduction of automation, they
reduced the time it would take to
manufacture a part from seven days
to less than one day. That helped us to

PerfectPart, it reduced part set-up

show the effect we could have in the

time by an incredible 9.5 hours.

aerospace sector and that has been an
important sector for us,” says Tony.
Its success in reducing

Peter says: “Traditionally, a lot of the
process to make components like the
chassis would be done by hand and

manufacturing times, while

would take 12 or 13 hours, that is just

dramatically improving efficiency and

for one component. Through using

reducing error, while making cost

our products, we were able to get that

savings of often millions of pounds, is

down to 38 minutes – added to two

at the heart of why so many globally-

hours for the set up, that’s 2.5 hours,

renowned names are turning to

and a very significant time saving.

MSP. In its work in Formula 1, again

In Formula 1, where innovation is

the statistics speak for themselves.

everything, that has proved to be very

Through use of NC-Checker and NC-

important, and we now work with three
11
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teams who are at the front of the grid.”
Having achieved so much
already, MSP – which was recently
acknowledged for its efforts through
being awarded both a Dynamo
Dynamite and Made in the North
East award – is now preparing for the
launch of its Autoclock and NC-Inspect
products, which is set to raise the
innovation stakes even higher.
“In the short term, the launch of
our Autoclock inspection tool will
completely automate the production
system, and that will be very significant
for us. We will be able to return to
many clients who we have worked
with previously over the course of
many years to now fully automate their
process – we would say that many of
our clients have become friends, such
is the relationship we have with them,
and we are really looking forward to
working with them on the next stage
of development of their processes,”
says Tony.
Peter adds: “Longer term, we want
to create ever more simple solutions
to problems for manufacturers around
the world, and growing our team –
particularly our development team
and applications team – is key to that.
Research and development is central
to our continued growth, so we can
continue with the levels of innovation,
so we can get in front of our customers
and listen to their problems with their
manufacturing process and know we
can solve them. This process will never
be finished as our customers always
have to be advancing, and so do we.”

METROLOGY SOFTWARE PRODUCTS
www.metsoftpro.com
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A

after selling his beloved
Ford Granada (Sweeney
Style) in 1978, 21-year-

old Keith Miller founded his own
mobile welding and repair business in
Newcastle. Initially utilised by quarries,
mines and opencast coal sites, Keith’s
repair service soon expanded and he
began manufacturing products.
He was joined by his younger
brother, Gary, and his wife’s sister,

CELEBRATING
40 YEARS
Miller UK, based in Cramlington and China, is one of the
world leaders in bucket, quick coupler and hydraulic
breakers design and manufacture for the global
earthmoving industry. Here, its founder, Keith Miller,
reflects on four decades in business and how innovation
is shaping the company’s future

Jacqui, after which the family-business
decided to take a risk to become
pioneers in the earthmoving industry.
Today, 40 years on, Miller operates
on a global basis, supplying innovative,

Where did it all begin?

high-quality attachment solutions to

I was always quite ambitious as a

the world’s leading earthmoving OEMs

young lad and while I was in my first

and their dealer networks.

welding job, I approached my old boss

Based in Cramlington and China,

and asked about potential promotions.

Miller manufactures a range of

His response was: “You are a second-

buckets, quick couplers, hydraulic

rate welder and that’s all you will ever

breakers and other attachments.

be.”

Here, chairman Keith Miller chats

I decided to use my own initiative

about his 40 years in business and his

and on my next holiday I went around

future vision for Miller.

the North East to all the quarries and

14
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coal sites and asked if I was to start my
own business, would I get any work.
The response was very positive and
people started to ask for my contact
details. I gave them my parent’s home
phone number and waited for the
phone to start ringing… and it did!
That was really the start of Miller.
What made you decide to start
manufacturing industrial buckets?
I began in mobile welding and doing
onsite repair work, and while I was
repairing products, I could actually
see some of the flaws and faults from
the original designs of the buckets. I
always thought that if I was building
a new bucket, I wouldn’t build it like
that. I then thought: ‘why don’t we?’.
We went from repairs and improving
repaired buckets, making them better
and stronger, to offering a bespoke
bucket manufacturing service to the
UK dealers.
My brother, Gary, and I started off
offering one-off buckets for special
applications. We then put ourselves
At Miller, we innovate and are

on the tender list at the national coal

a letter or quotation through the post

board. We had to build our very first

and waiting two to three weeks for a

constantly looking to push the

order in a rented allotment in one of

response before meeting them for a

boundaries and make sure our

the coldest winters I can recall. But it

chat to finalise the deal.

products are more productive by being

paid off and we were fortunate enough

The changes in safety and the

safer, lighter, stronger and more cost-

to win a few contracts and we started

impact that products and their designs

effective. The world is a fascinating

manufacturing buckets.

have had on improving the quality

place today and I see lots of fantastic

of life has been fascinating. From an

opportunities for the future.

What has changed in the subsequent 40

engineering point of view, I think it’s

years?

wonderful. I mean, if you take a look

You mention innovation, safety and

Just about everything you can possibly

at the technology and machinery, the

performance – what new things are

think of has changed. In 1978, there

technology has come from pretty basic

expected from Miller over the next few

was not a lot of focus on health and

designs, which were functional, into

years?

safety and there certainly wasn’t the

intelligent machinery in today’s market

The company is currently going

technology that we have these days. I

and what I think to myself is: ‘where

through a change period which is really

think fax machines had just come on

do we go from here?’. How can we

exciting; I am driving the team to focus

the market but apart from that there

improve further? How can we improve

on customer focus.

wasn’t the mobile technology around,

site safety? How can we improve our

so we used the old-fashioned way of

quick couplers or buckets and how do

service and added value products is

meetings or phone calls, then sending

we innovate further?

still vitally important – as is innovation.

15
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We are passionate about offering the
safest products, the most productive
products and the finest customer
service for most advanced attachment
solutions in the world.
In our 40th year, we are taking the
next step forward in quick coupler
technology and we are very excited to
be launching another first for Miller
and bringing to market the Miller
GT range – the next generation of
hydraulic quick couplers from one to
50 tonnes. With the new products and
the new investments in our production
facilities and service teams, I’m looking
forward to further expanding the
business globally. I’m looking forward
to pushing the boundaries in terms
of new markets, gaining market share
and attracting new OEM business.
Where do you see Miller in another 40
years time?
It’s so difficult to predict what’s going
to happen in 40 years time, but what
I see at the moment is continuous
growth and, as a business, we have to
continually innovate.
I have a young family and, if they are
interested, I would love it if my children
would be part of the business in the
future, though it’s okay if they don’t.
I’m incredibly proud of how well the
Miller brand is recognised by the OEMs
globally and on construction sites
around the world. From the beginning,
I always had a grand vision of building
a world-class leading brand. With
incredible drive and tenacity from my
sister-in-law, Jacqui, along with great
support from Gary and some fantastic
Miller people, we have been able to
develop a brand that I believe is the
industry standard for quality, safety
and performance. As the Americans
say, let’s ‘leverage the brand’, take

MILLER UK

advantage and grow the opportunity.

www.millergroundbreaking.com
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DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION
Caroline Churchill, partner at Womble Bond
Dickinson, looks at the implications for
manufacturers by embracing the Fourth
Industrial Revolution

I

ndustry 4.0 – or I4 – is the fourth generation of the
industrial revolution. The so-called third industrial age
saw the introduction of automation in the manufacturing

process. I4 looks to build on this by combining automation
with big data analytics; sensors are installed in production
machinery to measure performance and provide real time
feedback that can used to optimise production.
Because I4 is capable of streamlining the performance
of existing automated equipment, it has considerable
application in manufacturing. Current uses of I4 technology
include preventative maintenance resulting in reduced
downtime, automated materials ordering and GPS vehicle
tracking. However, the greatest benefit of I4 technology is
the flexibility and adaptability that it provides to existing
equipment enabling it to be utilised in the future in ways that
we couldn’t imagine now.
Smart sensors are capable of collecting vast quantities of

systems vulnerable as the threat of cybercrime increases.

data, analysing it and using it to make decisions to improve

Manufacturers need to ensure that appropriate protection

efficiency. Connecting equipment via sensors enables it to

is implemented to reduce and manage these risks. Where

communicate with other equipment and use data collected

personal data is processed, then additional precautions

from other sources to make decisions. The ability to facilitate

need to be taken to ensure compliance with new (and more

machine to machine communication enables autonomous

stringent) data protection laws.

systems to become less reliant on human judgement.

Where new technology is being introduced or linked

I4 encompasses various technologies, but some are

to existing technology, the process around integration

fundamental. The Internet of Things involves embedding

and acceptance of that new technology is key. Adequate

devices in equipment to allow it to be connected via a

protection will need to be built into any agreement with

computing network. Sensors are fitted to the equipment

suppliers of smart technologies. Developing internal

to capture performance data which is then shared over

processes and governance structures to identify and manage

the network. Cloud technology provides a platform for the

risk to support the digital journey are also important.

storage of vast amounts of data and the real-time exchange

However, despite these risks, I4 is the here and now. Those

of data necessary to facilitate machine learning. Artificial

manufacturers who embrace digitisation to develop as smart

intelligence uses the concept of machine learning to analyse

factories will help futureproof their business, potentially

data and make decisions. As more data is generated, the

avoiding the fate of those in the past who didn’t evolve fast

machine is capable of making adjustments to improve the

enough.

performance of systems.

WOMBLE BOND DICKINSON

From a legal perspective, I4 makes businesses the target
of a host of risks. Equipment that was previously ‘off the

www.womblebonddickinson.com/uk

grid’ is now connected. This makes security challenging and

@WBD_UK
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INDUSTRY PROG RESS
SPARKS NEW NAME

business, so identifying funding

Ben Gilhespy, operations director at newly rebranded The
Engineering and Manufacturing Network (formerly CDEMN),
reflects on the growth of the sectors since the organisation
was launched two years ago and how companies in
the region are leading the way in innovative product
development

to each week with requests for new

support, training and upskilling
programmes, B2B opportunities and
apprenticeship advice are key aspects
of our existence. These are added
suppliers, R&D support, new premises,
export advice, technical skills... and so
the list goes on.
While not a direct supplier, we can
always provide an answer through
our expansive range of support
organisations which have proved to
be an invaluable tool in our arsenal for
growth.
So, with a growing membership and
expanding geography, the time has
come to simply become known as
‘The Engineering and Manufacturing
Network’ (EMN).
Does this mean that our focus has
changed or that we value County
Durham businesses any less? Not at all.
This is just a better way of describing
who we are, in a similar way to the
change of name from our annual
Durham Oktoberfest engineering and
manufacturing show to EMCON earlier
this year, which again is just a better

T

representation of what the event

here’s no doubt, as a region

course, a place within the sector for

delivers.

we’re becoming more and more

all production methods and while

The months and years ahead currently

innovative – backed up by the

demands of volume frequently require

appear uncertain, so being a part

fact so many businesses in the North

an automated element, there are many

of a community of businesses that

East are making products that are

situations where a keen eye and years

look to support each other and draw

being used all over the world.

of experience have as much of a place

on shared expertise and resource is

The diversity of the 300-plus

at the table as technology.

critical to our region’s success.

businesses we count as our members

We have now reached a point in our

Let’s celebrate the skills, experience,

is vast and spans every sector within

evolution where our geography has

innovations and diversity in

the broad remit of engineering and

organically grown well outside of

manufacturing that the North East

manufacturing, as well as all sizes from

County Durham. Companies from

represents and work together for a

micro to large corporates.

across the region want to be part of

stronger future.

Manufacturing styles also vary greatly

our network, seeing the benefits of

from traditional methods to more

being part of an organisation that is

modern advanced manufacturing

supporting business growth on a daily

THE ENGINEERING AND
MANUFACTURING NETWORK

techniques where technology is

basis.

Photo: The network’s board

used to optimum effect. There is,

Hot topics remain true for every

www.cdemn.org.uk
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COMMENT

HOW BEST DO WE EQUIP
THE EXISTING NORTH EAST
M ANUFACTURIN G WORKFORCE
WITH ADVANCED SKILLS?
James Griffiths

Steve Scrimshaw

Commercial director, Industrial & Marine

Divisional lead, Siemens Power and Gas

Hydraulics Ltd

and Services UK

Specialist training schemes and apprenticeships are very

The North East is already home to many highly-skilled

important. The region has a number of excellent training

manufacturing businesses, but for the region to continue to

centres which provide a good grounding in manufacturing

thrive, we need to embrace innovation, new technologies and

and engineering, but businesses with specialist capabilities

agile ways of working. At Siemens, we are investing heavily in

should step up to help the North East’s workforce obtain

digital technologies, but that’s only one element – everyone

more advanced skills. The experience these organisations

in the organisation needs to adopt these technologies and

have at the top level of their industries could prove

new ways of working and collaborating. Try things, fail fast

invaluable. Businesses must be passionate about passing

and learn from the experience. Many careers of today didn’t

on their knowledge and should invest in the careers of their

exist ten to 20 years ago – so succession and skills planning

staff members on a long-term basis. One-off, one-week

are key.

courses can be helpful, but may not deliver the deep level of
advanced knowledge a workforce requires.

Alan Metcalfe

Brian Archer

Commercial director, Zenith People and

Managing director, Business Durham

AMF board member
The face of manufacturing in the North East is ever changing

Manufacturing is a cornerstone of the North East economy

and with skills shortages and ageing workforces at an all-

– here in County Durham we have manufacturing companies

time high it is imperative that manufacturing companies

that make everything from the chassis in your car to

embrace technological advances and 4IR. Data these days is

experiments for the International Space Station. One of

more valuable than the goods produced – remarkable, isn’t

the biggest opportunities for manufacturers is the Fourth

it? It is therefore vital that employees are highly skilled and

Industrial Revolution – if you can imagine production line

trained in these areas.

equipment gathering, analysing and acting on data with little

Today’s young people are in tune with technology so let’s

or no human intervention, you have a sense of the scale of

utilise this to move forward, increase productivity, improve

this particular revolution. The skills of the future will be very

quality, reduce down time and in turn increase profitability

different to the skills of today and we have been working

– after all, that is what we need to make a bigger and better

closely with manufacturers to ensure that Industry 4.0 is

North East manufacturing market.

on their radar so we can share best practice, encourage
19

upskilling and prepare companies for the opportunities.
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Muckle LLP

ALL ABOARD FOR SUCCESS4ALL
Several businesses, including Newcastle law firm Muckle LLP, are supporting Success4All in its
new mobile initiative to promote STEM learning to communities around the region

N

ewcastle-based volunteer group
Success4All is converting a double
decker bus into a multi-functional
digital learning hub thanks to local
businesses who ‘hopped on board’

to help.
Work is underway to transform the London bus
into a state-of-the-art learning facility, complete
with built-in WiFi, STEM equipment and a café.
Once the conversion is complete, workers at
the charity plan to take their range of fun, handson activities, such as STEM and computer coding
clubs, direct to communities that it otherwise
wouldn’t be able to reach.
Following a donation of £30,000 from North
East engineering charity Reece Foundation, the
group launched a crowdfunding campaign to raise
the remaining cash to fund the project.
One of several businesses which has donated
to the projects is long-term supporter of
Success4All, Muckle LLP.
The Newcastle-based law firm has also reached
out to its network of business contacts to help
raise awareness of the remaining funds required.
Hays Travel and HTL also supported the
project and, as the crowdfunding deadline
dawned, The Watson Family Charitable Trust
generously donated £7,000 to take the charity
beyond its target.
Success4All provides safe and relaxed learning
spaces, called Learning Hubs, for children and
young people living in areas marked by low
academic achievement.
Its eight hubs, six STEM and CODE clubs
deliver a total of 24 weekly sessions from Monday
to Saturday in eight different areas in Newcastle
and North Shields for 420 children and young
people with the support of 179 volunteers.
Caroline Afolabi-Deleu, founder and CEO at
Success4All, says: “We’re so grateful to all the
businesses and individuals that have supported us
in our drive to convert the bus.
“Our strategy was focused on acquiring the bus
and converting it into a digital learning hub for
the benefit of communities which are in need of

extra educational support.
“We also want to dispel the myth that academic
support is boring. Success4All is a fun experience
and this new mobile learning bus will help
us to reach and help more children in more
communities where suitable facilities may not be
otherwise available.”
Ian Watson, chief executive of Hadrian
Healthcare and founder of the Watson Family
Charitable Trust, adds: “When we heard the
charity was £7,000 short of its target and in
danger of losing all its crowdfunding donations,
we decided to step in and help. It’s a wonderful,
local charity which is helping children for the
benefit of us all and is just the kind of cause our
trust strives to help.”
Hugh Welch, Senior Partner at Muckle LLP,
says: “Unfortunately, there are still many areas of
deprivation throughout the North East and we
are delighted Success4All are now able to expand
their invaluable academic support programmes to
other areas in need across the region.”

i
MUCKLE LLP
Photo, left to right: Hugh
Welch (Muckle LLP), Claire
Watson (Watson Family
Charitable Trust), Craig Watson
(Watson Family Charitable
Trust), Caroline Afolabi-Deleu
(Success4All), Samantha
Roberts (Muckle LLP)
www.muckle-llp.com
@MuckleLLP
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Vertem

NAVIGATING BREXIT
The next few months promise a period of risk but also opportunity, says Vinay Bedi, investment
consultant at Vertem

S
i
VERTEM
www.vertem.co.uk
@Vertemam
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igmund Freud said: “One day, in
retrospect, the years of struggle will
strike you as the most beautiful”.
Most readers and indeed
investors will consider, joking
aside, that Freud’s statement cannot in any way be
associated with post-Brexit referendum Britain.
The Withdrawal Agreement, wherever it may be
at the time of reading, has provided little clarity
and regardless of the final, long-term outcome,
investors might consider Freud’s view to be an
interesting distraction, at best.
Naturally, those with money in the markets will
hope that the playing field will level out in due
course and the chance to reduce portfolio risk and
improve returns will increase once the position is
clarified and we finally know where we are going.
Of course, by then, it may well be too late and for
now, they feel trapped in the hands of politicians
and luck.
But let’s look at it purely from a sensible ‘where
would you put your money’ perspective and
we may find that Freud could have been on to
something – albeit unwittingly.
In an ideal world, an investor would expect
their portfolio to be clearly defined. In this
context, I mean that each individual holding has
been seriously stress tested and assessed for the
risks attached to it in the case of both hard or soft

Brexits.
The investor would also expect that their
investment manager has ascertained complete
clarity of what holdings will offer the best
opportunity for taking positive advantage of the
various Brexit scenarios. Be in no doubt, Brexit
will create opportunities for investors and this is
where Freud’s statement could be relevant. But,
to take advantage, portfolio management and
flexibility is critical.
Vertem Stockbrokers has tackled the subject
of pre- and post-Brexit head on. Not only has the
analytical team in Newcastle been identifying
the individual risks of each holding within each
portfolio, it has also been identifying those
holdings that could demonstrate above average
upside potential in whatever Brexit scenario
emerges.
To do this, Vertem has created its own, unique
“Vertem Brexit Scale”. The assessment of each
holding, both actual and prospective, inputs a
very wide range of Brexit-related variables into an
algorithm. Each stock or bond or fund is measured
on a risk scale dependent on the type of Brexit
we end up with. As the various Brexit outcomes
are factored in then the upside potential for many
investments also becomes apparent which then
enables rapid portfolio adjustment, if required, as
we start to see some clarity.
The political turmoil that followed the release
of the Withdrawal Agreement proved a very good
test for the Vertem Brexit Scale. Stocks moved as
the Scale suggested and the indications were that
visibility is much greater, decision making can be
almost instant and risks subsequently diminished.
Investors have every right to expect proactive
fund management, especially at a time like this,
and the Vertem Brexit Scale allows for this.
Freud was not, of course, referring to anything
like the situation we now find ourselves in. But,
occasionally, it’s wise not to laugh at seemingly
wild statements. This current Brexit impasse and
uncertainty will create opportunities for those with
the foresight to prepare, identify and then take
advantage, while many will look back and wonder,
‘if only...’
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ADVERTISING FEATURE – MEDIATION
Crowther Mediation

FIVE BENEFITS OF USING
MEDIATION FOR BUSINESS
Nicola Crowther of Crowther Mediation explores the main reasons why more companies than ever
are turning to mediation to resolve their disputes and to move forward in business

D

isputes and conflict in the
workplace can be difficult for all
concerned. They take up precious
time and energy and hamper
business productivity. Examples
of civil disputes include anything from contract
issues, partnership dissolution to professional
negligence. Workplace disputes are also becoming
increasingly commonplace ranging from
disagreements between employees, bullying and
harassment to issues around equal pay. All of
which place a huge drain on a business’s time and
resources.
Luckily, help is at hand through mediation and
alternative dispute resolution (ADR) services,
which are helping organisations settle issues
outside of the courtroom in a fast and costeffective manner so they can get on with the day
job.
So what are the main benefits of mediation and
how can it support your business?

i
CROWTHER MEDIATION
For more information on how
Crowther Mediation could help
your business contact:
enquiries@crowthermediation.
co.uk
www.crowthermediation.co.uk
0191 249 9278
@CrowtherMediat1

It’s fast: being involved in a dispute of any kind is
stressful for everyone involved and the key is to
find resolution as quickly as possible and move
forward. Unfortunately, the longer a dispute takes
to resolve, the more difficult the situation becomes,
making it even harder to negotiate a settlement
between parties.
This is why, from the point of referral, Crowther
Mediation acts quickly to arrange a session
involving all parties within a two-week period.
Taking place over the course of one day, mediation
is a relatively fast process with meetings starting
in the morning, working through to the evening if
necessary, in order to achieve a workable solution
for all parties.
It’s cost effective: the rising costs of litigation can
add more stress to an already difficult situation
for those in dispute. In many cases the cost of
litigation can far out way the value of the claim,
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with escalating costs sometimes devastating a
business and adding pressure to an already difficult
situation. Mediation services mean that matters
can be resolved for less than £1000 per party
compared to litigation costs that can run into tens
of thousands of pounds.
Saving relationships: nobody ever really wants
to fall out or find themselves in a dispute. As
experienced civil mediators, we regularly hear
clients expressing a wish to salvage a friendship,
family or working relationship. Sometimes
the ability to continue doing business together
or building bridges with an opponent is more
important than the value of the dispute. Mediation
means issues can be settled quickly and affordably,
helping those in question to retain important
relationships and move forward with dignity.
Legally binding protection: mediation isn’t
just about conversation and promises, rather it
offers a robust and legally binding agreement to
protect both parties and reaffirm decisions made.
As such, any individuals present in the sessions
must be capable of making decisions on behalf
of the litigants (company director or CEO). The
‘decision makers’ are also encouraged to have their
lawyers present to draft any legal documents as
well as provide advice throughout the process. It
is therefore vital that time is used wisely and that
decisions made are binding.
Convenience: at Crowther Mediation, we take
care of the small detail so you can concentrate
on the big stuff. Our dedicated admin team will
liaise with all parties to arrange a convenient date
and time. We will also locate a suitable venue and
provide refreshments and catering. Having a time
and venue of your choosing is often far better than
the inconvenience of working to court timescales,
many of which are based outside of the area,
creating the need for unnecessary travel.

ADVERTISING FEATURE – LAW
Gordon Brown Law Firm LLP

WHAT IS THE LEGAL PROCESS
WHEN MOVING HOUSE?
Louise Ottaway, an associate in Gordon Brown Law Firm LLP’s (GBLF) residential conveyancing
team, shares the answers to some of the most common questions when purchasing a new home

H

ow do I obtain a survey? If you are
arranging a mortgage, the lender
will carry out a valuation as part
of the application process. You
should ensure you’re aware as to
how comprehensive the lender’s valuation will be.
Lender valuations are typically for their benefit
and the content cannot always be relied upon. We
always advise that a full homebuyers’ survey is
carried out, irrespective of cash or mortgage.
You should ensure you’re fully satisfied with the
condition of the property before committing to the
purchase. The onus is on the buyer to ensure they
have carried out all checks and investigations. At
GBLF, we will not instruct a survey for you. You
will need to do this directly with your lender or
independent surveyor.
How long does the process take? On average, it
takes eight-12 weeks to buy/sell a home. It can be
quicker or longer, depending on a range of factors
(mortgage offers, search results, surveys, holidays
and requirements of parties in the chain).
GBLF works as quickly as possible to ensure the
process is completed in the quickest timeframe. It’s
crucial you do not make arrangements to vacate
your property or book furniture removals until we
have confirmed that contracts have exchanged and
a completion date fixed.
What is the difference between exchanging of
contracts and completion? Simply because an
offer is accepted does not make it legally binding.
An accepted offer confirms an agreement of intent
between buyer and seller, at an agreed price. Only
at the point of exchange of contracts are parties
legally bound to a contract. Until this stage, neither
party is committed and can withdraw at any time.
The exception is auction agreements whereby
the terms of that auction agreement will bind the
parties.
Exchange of contracts takes place once we have
all the information required in relation to your

purchase and we are satisfied with it.
On exchange of contracts a moving/completion
date is agreed and we exchange contracts with
the seller’s solicitors. You are liable to insure the
property from this point, and we will remind
you to affect buildings insurance on exchange of
contracts.
On the completion date, this is where monies
change hands between solicitors and keys are
released. Once the completion funds are available
we arrange for these to be sent to the seller’s
solicitors to formalise completion.
Why are you asking for source of funds
information? Please do not feel offended if
solicitors ask you for sensitive information relating
to your financial position. We are legally obliged
to satisfy ourselves as to the source of funds being
contributed. This involves you sharing bank
statements/evidence of accrual of funds. If you are
or have obtained monies from a family member/
third party, we also need to extend our enquiries
to donors, ascertaining identification and their
source of funds.
There is also a responsibility to disclose to a
mortgage lender if you are acquiring funds from
anywhere other than your own monies. Your
mortgage application should prompt disclosure
at the point of application. We will ask for your
authority to disclose the gift/loan to the lender as
part of our reporting processes.

i
GORDON BROWN LAW
FIRM LLP
For further information on
moving house, visit GBLF’s
Property Guide at:
www.gblf.co.uk
0191 388 1778
info@gblf.co.uk
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ADVERTISING FEATURE – MEDIA
Ithica Films

HEART AND SOUL
The art of filmmaking is an often-fraught and subjective creative process, and riding that process
requires more than cameras and computers. It needs heart and soul, says Matt McGough,
managing director of Ithica Films

much of our region – in terms of the Tees Valley
and the wider North East.
“We’ve been very fortunate to have had
opportunities to work internationally, both in
terms of us delivering projects from our HQ at
Boho One or physically travelling into Europe to
shoot. Having a strong leadership team, along with
a real creative filmmaking team, has meant that
quality has been at the forefront of our process,
we’ve been able to move through the gears very
quickly as a business.”

A
i
ITHICA FILMS
Photo (above): Matt McGough
www.ithicafilms.com
@ithicafilms
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s Ithica Films heads towards its
5th anniversary – over which
time the team have delivered
more than 800 films – the craft is
being refined on two very human
elements: heart and soul.
“It was like this from the very beginning of
the company,” explains Matt McGough, founder
and managing director. “Very interesting things
happen when people can tangibly feel the heart
and the soul that’s gone into and is reflected back
in a film – it’s alive and takes on a life of its own.”
Working alongside a raft of extremely diverse
clients has its challenges: “The team has to be able
to be prepared for and adapt to a constant flux with
the type of projects we’re creating. We’re asked to
play a very important role when a company brings
us in to create a film for them and the level of
understanding within the team is constantly being
tested. It goes both ways though, as our best work
often comes through when we collaborate with
our client and bring them into our process – this is
where the real magic happens,” says Matt.
Being able to create impactful, cinematic
films for business from its Tees Valley base is the
culmination of a lot of different factors coming
together.
Matt reflects: “There was always a question of
whether a successful filmmaking business could be
run out of Teesside when we set up, but we’re very

“There was always a question
of whether a successful
filmmaking business could be
run out of Teesside when we
set up, but we’re very much
of our region – in terms of
the Tees Valley and the wider
North East.”
Coming back to heart and soul, this concept has
been encapsulated as the title and theme for the
2019 Ithica Films showreel.
“The showreel is a vital cog for a film company,
and it’s one that’s usually overlooked,” says Matt.
“As it’s something that is essentially looking back at
the company’s track record while setting the tone
for the future. It’s never been about how well we
could shoot or cut, but about how we made people
feel. Heart and soul are two fundamental pieces
of filmmaking, and for us it’s something that’s
becoming more apparent in the films we’re being
asked to create.”
The future is looking very positive with internal
and external collaboration & innovation at the
centre of the process and a creative team with total
dedication to the craft. With these in place, and a
lot of a heart and a lot of soul, come the greatest
results.
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ADVERTISING FEATURE – MEDIA
The Social Co.

NO LIMITS FOR THE SOCIAL CO.
Phil Sutcliffe and Kane Haig, directors of The Social Co., discuss their successes of 2018, while
looking ahead to an exciting 2019 for their fast-growing social media agency

How has 2018 been for The Social Co.?
PHIL: This was a huge year for The Social Co. Like
any business, we set targets at the beginning of the
year and I can safely say not only have we achieved
what we set out to do but went way beyond
expectations. That success is attributed to the team
we have built and looks forward to growing in the
new year.
What’s been this year’s highlight?
KANE: For me personally there have been many
highlights, from running regular social media
campaigns for licensed outlets of Audi to our
media team shooting television commercials for
our clients and taxi giants Blueline Group. As
part of our social campaigns, we’ve also had the
pleasure of working with the likes of Sting, Lee
Westwood, The Kaiser Chiefs, Jeremy Kyle and
Jonathan Edwards which has been amazing. All
experiences we will never forget.

i
THE SOCIAL CO.
www.thesocialco.co.uk
@thesocialco_
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T

ell us what an average work day at
The Social Co. involves?
KANE: There is no such thing as
an average day where our clients
are involved. We work with clients
across all business sectors which makes every day
different. This is what we love though and is the
reason our team is so diverse. We have a team of
specialists in every field from videography and
animation to paid advertising and social media
management. In the fast-paced world of social
media, daily changes to platforms mean we
constantly have to adapt and overcome challenges.
Each day is different, which is why our team
genuinely enjoy coming into work on a morning.

What does the future hold for social media
advertising in general?
PHIL: With more and more businesses
experiencing success by using social media
effectively, the marketplace is only going to get
bigger. When done correctly, social media is by far
the most effective and traceable way to advertise
which is why more and more businesses are
seeking professional help from agencies who can
not only run their campaigns, but also manage and
create high quality content for their brand which
achieves the desired results.
What direction do you see The Social Co. heading
in 2019?
PHIL: I think with setting targets, it’s always
important you remain realistic, especially in the
short term. After the success of 2018, we see 2019
as a key year for us to build on what we’ve achieved
and grow the business further. With expansion
into a second office in the pipeline for early next
year, we’ll be creating jobs and opportunities for
more talented individuals, of which there are
plenty here in the North East.
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INTERVIEW – Sport Newcastle

SUPPORTING SPORT FOR
50 YEARS
For five decades, talented young athletes, coaches and clubs have benefitted from the support of a charity dedicated to
promoting sport in the North East. Simon Rushworth throws the spotlight on Sport Newcastle

A

sk Victoria Pendleton on the
secret to her international
success and the Olympic
gold medal winning cyclist
turned celebrated jockey
might mention expert coaching, unswerving
self-belief, the support of friends and family or
that famous ‘will to win’. She’ll also regularly
reference Sport Newcastle.
As a student struggling for funding in the
early noughties, the Northumbria University
undergraduate was handed a financial lifeline
by an organisation dedicated to nurturing
emerging talent and encouraging the champions
of the future to realise their sporting dreams.
Victoria needed the money to make regular
trips to Manchester’s velodrome and Sport
Newcastle stepped in to bridge the funding gap.
“Sport Newcastle gave me financial support
when I was studying in the city and I needed to
travel regularly for competitions and training,”
confirms the nine-time World Champion track
star and Sport Newcastle vice-president. “It was
a small contribution that made a big difference
to someone who didn’t receive any kind of
funding at the time.”
And for more than half a century that has
been Sport Newcastle’s pivotal role. Since its
inception as the Newcastle Sports Council in
1967, the organisation has helped thousands
of young people achieve more. Whether
encouraging mass participation or enabling
elite performance, a dedicated group of likeminded individuals have sought to underpin the
ambition of Victoria, Jonny Wilkinson, Jonathan
Edwards and many more.
Sport Newcastle’s influence is writ large
across the sporting world and, in its 51st year,
the desire to broaden its reach is stronger than
ever.
“I think the emphasis has changed since we
80

were finally able to attain charitable status,”
explains Alan Younger, who will mark a decade
as chairman in 2019. “We still support talented
individuals and we will always celebrate
the great and good of Newcastle and North
East sport at our annual dinner. But these
days we’re keen to contribute to coaching
costs, community programmes, grassroots
development and the growth of disability sport.
“We’re starting to see young athletes who
have been supported by Sport Newcastle
becoming coaches themselves and passing
on their expertise and passion to more young
people. Just imagine how fulfilling that is.
“We recognise that there’s still a massive
skills gap across all sports as far as qualified
coaches are concerned and we want to close
that gap. More coaches can reach more potential
athletes and make a much greater difference
moving forward. The whole world of coaching
has changed – qualifications and accreditation
are vital and we’re here to help in that respect.
In fact, we actively encourage applications
from clubs seeking to upskill their coaches and
engage with the community.”
A standout feature of the charity’s 50th
anniversary celebrations, which has dominated
the Sport Newcastle agenda for the last 18
months, was the support of four organisations
working at the heart of the local community.
Grants of £5000 were awarded to the Newcastle
United Foundation, the Newcastle Falcons
Foundation, the Newcastle Eagles Foundation
and Hat Trick, a charity based in the city’s West
End which aims to use football and sport to
engage young people, build their confidence and
raise their aspirations.
“We’re an independent charity that relies
on volunteers,” adds Alan. “As a result, we can
guarantee that more than 95 per cent of the
money that we raise will directly benefit young
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athletes and the local community. We have
endless examples of how that money has been
well spent and can point to numerous success
stories.
“At the same time, we’ve been through a
decade of change, including the transition to
charitable status. Now we have a core of five
to six people – in turn supported by their own
working groups – who bring specialisms and
expertise across a number of disciplines.”
Alan’s insistence that expertise and
experience are at the heart of an innovative
and ambitious charity is no idle boast. Former
Newcastle United and Sunderland goalkeeper
Steve Harper joined BBC Look North’s
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Dawn Thewlis and Reach PLC’s Newcastle
United writer, Chris Waugh, to bolster Sport
Newcastle’s grants committee last year. As a
recipient of the coveted Wilkinson Sword for
services to sport, one of the highest honours
bestowed by Sport Newcastle, Steve is relishing
the opportunity to make his own contribution
to a worthy cause.
“You tend to hear about athletes when they
break through and enjoy success but, unless
you’re involved in a particular sport, you rarely
hear about their incredible journey and the
challenges they face,” says Steve. “You don’t hear
about the constant encouragement they receive
from coaches and family or the day-to-day costs
they face to keep their dream alive. Supporting
these aspiring athletes at this stage in their
careers – and shining the spotlight on their
progress – is something Sport Newcastle has
always done and will continue to do.
“The charity has gone through a rapid
modernisation process during the last few years
and it’s important that it can operate effectively
for another 50 years.
“I’m proud to have been a small part of that
process and the future is incredibly exciting.
Investing in coaching is just one of the ways
Sport Newcastle can have a lasting impact on
the local community – I’ve been a grassroots
coach myself and I’ve seen first hand just how
much of a difference qualified coaches can make
to young people of all ages and abilities.
“Right now, the charity is operating in an
extremely tough financial climate and yet it
continues to do great work against all odds.
Local businesses need to be aware that every
little helps where Sport Newcastle is concerned
and, in return, they can be part of developing
the city’s future stars.”
Steve’s heartfelt plea for financial support
is echoed by the charity’s lifetime president,
Malcolm Dix. Synonymous with Sport
Newcastle since 1977, another proud recipient
of the Wilkinson Sword has been the driving
force behind fundraising across five decades.
“I’d love to see more local companies explore
the potential benefits of working with Sport
Newcastle,” adds Malcolm. “There’s nothing else
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like it in Newcastle. We’re a city with a proud
sporting reputation and there’s a common desire
to develop and nurture the next generation of
local heroes.
“A small contribution can go a very long way
and the young athletes – like Victoria Pendleton
almost 20 years ago – will never forget the
contribution the people of Newcastle make to
their sporting lives.
“There’s a chance to celebrate the city’s
sporting achievements at a star-studded black
tie dinner every spring at the city’s Civic Centre
and that’s also the evening when we throw
the spotlight on our Rising Stars – the ones to
watch!”
Wealth and investment management
specialist Tier One Capital is one local business
that continues to support emerging talent
through its partnership with Sport Newcastle.
The Tyneside-based firm sponsored the charity’s
annual golf day earlier this year and Malcolm
adds: “It was our most successful event yet.
Thanks to the staff at Tier One Capital and
the tireless efforts of our vice-chairman Mike
Booth, we were able to stage a memorable day of
golf and, at the same time, raise enough money
to make a real difference to clubs, coaches and
individual athletes across the city and beyond.”
Jess Swindells, managing director at Tier
One Capital, is keen to strengthen her firm’s
bond with Sport Newcastle. She explains: “The
charity has a great reputation for developing
outstanding young talent and has played its
part in some incredible achievements over the
years. It’s with a real sense of pride that Tier One
Capital is able to continue to pledge our support.
“As a small and growing business, corporate
social responsibility is a key part of our brand
values. We’re delighted to be giving something
back to an organisation like Sport Newcastle, in
a region which we are very passionate about and
in a place that’s at the heart of our business and
success.”
One club that continues to benefit from Sport
Newcastle’s long-term support is the hugely
successful Newcastle Swim Team. A grant of
£2000 was awarded to improve coaching earlier
this year and team members Emily Large, a

double gold medallist at July’s European Junior
Championships, and Ellen Stephenson, who
won seven gold medals at the 2018 World Down
Syndrome Championships in Canada, are two of
the charity’s designated sports scholars.
“When we secured the funding for coach
development we were overjoyed,” says
Newcastle Swim Team’s head performance
coach, Ryan Livingston. “We’ve been able to
train and upskill our coaching staff across the
board. It’s had a massive effect at the lower
end of the club as far as the age group teams
are concerned and it’s provided an exit route
for those swimmers who feel that they want to
focus on something other than elite swimming.
“Last season was our most successful yet
and we’re indebted to the consistent support
and encouragement that we receive from Sport
Newcastle.”
Emily and Ellen receive individual grants
from the charity and the former, who made
her Commonwealth Games debut in Australia
earlier this year, adds: “Since being selected
as a Rising Star at the Sport Newcastle annual
dinner in 2016, the charity has been a huge
part of my swimming journey, supporting me
financially and always showing great interest in
my progress.
“I am proud to represent Newcastle and the
North East and be part of the Sport Newcastle
‘family’. I hope any success I have helps to
inspire other young sports stars in the region.”
But it’s not all about directly supporting the
next generation and developing the stars of
the future. Last month’s [November’s] biennial
Sport Newcastle Unsung Heroes event, staged
at Newcastle Falcons’ Kingston Park home,
celebrated the unreported contribution of
individuals committed to delivering sport
behind the scenes at every level.
“These people are the lifeblood of the sports
we love,” concludes Alan. “They seek no praise
or reward and rarely receive either! But, without
them, our young people would find their
opportunities restricted and their potential
limited. Recognising the worth of these
inspiring individuals every two years is one of
the things I love most about my role.”

SPORT NEWCASTLE
To find out more about how you
can support Sport Newcastle or
access funding, contact:
contacts@sportnewcastle.org.
uk
www.sportnewcastle.org.uk
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LEISURE & HOSPITALITY - The Impeccable Pig

SWINE, DINE AND SLEEP
Sedgefield’s newest venue, The Impeccable Pig, is an opulent pub, restaurant and boutique hotel that promises to
make visitors as happy as a pig in muck! Alison Cowie trotted off to the County Durham village last month to find out
for herself

THE IMPECCABLE PIG
Front Street, Sedgefield
www.impeccablepig.co.uk
01740 582580
@_ImpeccablePig_
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A

dmittedly, I’d never been to
Sedgefield before and only knew
it for being the constituency of
a former Prime Minister. But
when my partner and I visited
last month, I found an idyllic County Durham
village complete with church, quaint shops and
inviting public houses.

One of these pubs has recently been
transformed by the owner of Ramside Hall and
Hardwick Hall hotels, into The Impeccable Pig,
complete a restaurant and ten bedrooms.
From the street, The Impeccable Pig is inkeeping with the characterful village aesthetic,
but behind the doors sits an opulent pub and
restaurant with mezzanine featuring a private
dining space.
When my partner and I arrived around 5.30pm
on a Saturday evening, the bar was already busy
with a lively crowd of locals.
The friendly and professional manager, Pierre,
checked us in and we were led through the
throng of the pub and restaurant, past the stone
courtyard to the old brick Coach House, which
houses the ten bedrooms.
Each room is individually designed with
sumptuous soft furnishings and unique touches
from the owner’s global travels. They all comprise
super king sized beds with Egyptian cotton
bedding and enormous freestanding baths in
copper and nickel, well-stocked mini-bars and
flat screen televisions. Some also feature secret
gardens with hot tubs and seating areas.
All the rooms – which start from £175 a night
– have quirky pig pun names such as Globe
Trotter, Pigsty, Piggly Wiggly, and The Dirty Pig
(let your imagination run wild with this one!)
My partner and I had the pleasure of taking up
residence in The Whole Hog – the hotel’s suite.
It has all the decadent trappings of the other
rooms in more square footage and with doors
leading out to a large garden area complete with
substantial hot tub and sauna.
After settling into our lavish temporary home
– and indulging in the complimentary bottle of
wine and chocolate, presented with a lovely handwritten welcome note – we ventured back to the
pub and restaurant, which was even busier and
provided an electric atmosphere.
The restaurant’s menu is more bistro than fine
dining (with favourable prices to match) featuring
hors d’oeuvres, seafood, sharing plates, steaks,
burgers, mains and pizzas to choose from.

For starters, we opted for the enormous
tempura king prawns with sweet chilli sauce (£10)
and the wonderfully rich Impeccable Pig braised
pig cheeks with creamed leeks and rosé wine jus
(£6.50).
For our mains, we had the well-cooked
pan roasted fillet of cod with avocado purée,
courgette, chorizo and butterbean stew (£16.50)
and the flavoursome slow-cooked venison
bolognaise with tomato and oregano sauce, with
pappardelle pasta, mascarpone and parmesan
(£11.50).
We were too full for dessert so instead opted
for a night cap (Maxine Trijol Classic V.S.O.P
£4.20) and the ‘little treats’ macarons with beure
noisette, hazelnut and salted caramel (£4 for
two), before venturing back to our home for the
night. Despite the party continuing in the pub, the
rooms were completely silent, enabling a sound
night’s sleep.
In the morning, it was back to the restaurant
for breakfast. I choose eggs benedict with
plenty of coffee and orange juice while my
partner tackled the epic Big Pig – comprising
two sausages, dry cured bacon, Doreen’s black
pudding, grilled plum tomato, sautéed button
mushrooms, baked beans, hash browns, fried
bread and poached eggs!
We checked out of The Impeccable Pig with a
warm farewell from the staff who couldn’t have
been friendlier or more attentive during our stay;
even the cleaners wanted to know if we’d enjoyed
our stay – a good sign that the workforce is keen
that visitors have an impeccable experience.

The Impeccable Pig ticks all the boxes in terms
of good food, excellent service and luxurious
accommodation but the thing that sets it apart is
its atmosphere. A night spent here will provide
plenty of frivolity and fun – what’s not to like?
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FOOD AND DRINK - Recipe of the month

Korean barbecue Ssam

The latest food trend, Kimchi, is spreading to the North East as two entrepreneurs open a Korean café
in Newcastle. Kimchi Planet, owned by Helen Ree and Josh Hornby, offers a range of authentic street
food. Here, you can try one of their dishes – Korean barbecue Ssam (wraps)

Ingredients
Head of little gem lettuce
300g pork belly slice
Sesame seeds
(Ssamjang mixture:
2 tablespoon deonjang (miso paste)
1 tablespoon gochujang (chili paste)
1 teaspoon minced garlic
1/2 teaspoon caster sugar
1/2 teaspoon of toasted sesame seed
oil
(soy sauce pickled onions)
2 tablespoons light soy sauce
2 tablespoons rice vinegar
2 tablespoons brown sugar
5 tablespoons water
Half an onion sliced

Method
• Pickle the sliced onions for one hour
in the vinegar and soy sauce mix.
• To create the Ssamjang, mix all the
ingredients thoroughly.
• Break off the bigger leaves from the
little gem head, rinse and pat dry
with kitchen towel.
• Using a non-stick pan over medium
to high heat, cook the pork belly for
a few minutes on each side.
• Cut the pork belly into bite-sized
pieces and continue to cook until
the meat is browned and cooked
through.
• On the lettuce leaf, put one or two
pieces of cooked pork belly, add 1/2
teaspoon of Ssamjang on-top and
finish with sesame seeds.
• You can add sticky rice and Kimchi
to your lettuce wraps for an even
bigger helping.

KIMCHI PLANET
24 Wretham Place, Newcastle, NE2 1XU
www.facebook.com/kimchiplanet/
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BUSINESS LUNCH - Pizza Punks

BUSINESS LUNCH: PIZZA PUNKS
Alison Cowie visits the newest pizza restaurant in town – Pizza Punks

T

he latest eatery to spring up on
Newcastle’s Grey Street is Pizza
Punks – an ‘anarchic’ pizzeria
with sister venues in Glasgow and
Belfast.
Inside you are greeted with an industrial setting
of exposed brickwork and ducting, leather, metal
and wood brightened up by a smattering of vivid,
punk-inspired neon slogans adorning the walls.
Pizza Punks’ menu allows diners to build their
own pizzas for the very reasonable £10, by picking
a base, sauce, cheese and unlimited toppings
from a selection that includes all the regulars –
pepperoni, ham, mushroom, onion, anchovies,
olives – along with some unorthodox options
such as veggie haggis, mac ‘n’ cheese, tortilla
chips and Irn-Bru pulled pork.
There is also a selection of set pizzas, with
quirky names such as Hot Punk, Fake Moos
(vegan) and Messy Mexican, which sit alongside a
variety of sides and dips.
My colleague and I were sat by the window
– great for people watching – and ordered two
pizzas, two sides and a (token) buffalo mozzarella,
basil and cherry tomato salad.
The Buffalo chicken wings, smothered in
a wonderfully spicy sauce, were tempered by
the creamy blue cheese dip, while – from the
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Christmas specials – the sweet pigs in candied
blankets went down a treat!
For our pizzas, I opted for the set Goats Cheese
(tomato sauce with basil and garlic, goats cheese,
spinach, caramelised red onion and balsamic
reduction) while my colleague chose to build his
own.
Encouraged by the manager, he went for
the sourdough base, red sauce (tomato, basil
and garlic), mozzarella and scamorza (smoky
mozzarella), anchovies, pepperoni, mushrooms,
Newcastle ale beef brisket, basil and chilli flakes!
Both pizzas, prepared in the open kitchen,
arrived swiftly and while I wouldn’t describe
them as ‘artisan’, the ingredients were fresh and
of good quality and the result was unashamedly
comforting.
We decided to end our meal with something
sweet and tackled the chocolate brownie
Freakshake – a celebration of milk, chocolate and
cream.
Now, don’t be mistaken – going to a chain
pizzeria in the centre of Newcastle’s main
thoroughfare is about as punk as a nan shopping
in Marks and Spencer – but leaving the
appropriated anarchy aside, it’s difficult to have
too many complaints about Pizza Punks.
The staff are friendly, the food arrives promptly,
the atmosphere is fun, and it’s the ideal spot for
a celebratory lunch or informal meeting with
colleagues.

PIZZA PUNKS
www.pizzapunks.co.uk

Sides

Pigs in candied blankets
£5

Buffalo chicken wings
£4

Buffalo mozzarella, basil and cherry
tomato salad
£4

Pizzas

‘Punk up your pizza’
£10

Goats cheese
£8.50

Dessert

Chocolate brownie Freakshake
£6
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HEALTH & FITNESS – Katie Bulmer-Cooke

STAY ON TRACK THIS
CHRISTMAS
North East Times’ health and fitness expert, Katie Bulmer-Cooke, provides her tips on how to stick to your fitness in
winter
Avoid the sofa
It’s so easy to come in from work and slump
down onto the sofa, yet once you’re there it’s very
difficult to peel yourself up from it.
Even though it may feel challenging, the trick
is to get your exercise done as soon as possible.
You may be lucky enough to have a lunch break
that allows you to fit in a workout or an outdoor
walk. If so, grab that opportunity with both
hands. If not, then be sure to prioritise exercise
straight after work, before sinking into the sofa.
This could mean taking your gym kit to work
and heading straight there before going home,
or it could simply mean throwing on your fitness
gear and trainers as soon as you get in and doing
a quick 20-30 minute workout at home or getting
out for a walk or run.

T
KATIE BULMER-COOKE
UK Personal Trainer of the Year
2012 & UK Fitness Professional of
the Year 2013.
Entrepreneur/Consultant/Speaker/
Bookings: michael@usb-uk.com
www.katiebulmer.com
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he dark nights are well and truly
here. It’s damp, cold and it’s also
the time of year when many
people drop off the exercise radar.
As the sofa starts to become
more inviting than the treadmill and your comfy
pyjamas have greater appeal than your trainers,
it’s all too easy to wind up your exercise routine
prematurely ahead of Christmas and the New
Year.
Staying active now will not only keep you trim
and ready for your festive fun nights out, but it
will also assist in lifting your mood at a time of
year when, due to fewer hours of sunlight, some
people find it harder to muster their ‘get up and
go’. In addition, if you keep your body moving
now, you’ll have less work to do in January when
it comes to shifting those Christmas pounds.
With this in mind, in this edition of my
column I thought I’d share some tips to help you
stay active and healthy at this time of year.

Stick to a balanced diet
It’s around this time of year that work places
begin to fill with cakes, tins of chocolate and
sweets and good old mince pies. Now I’m not
saying you have to say no to all festive treats,
simply enjoy them in small amounts and make
sure that your main meals are balanced, healthy,
nutritious options.
On a cold night after a long day at work there
won’t be many people getting home and craving
a salad. Instead, we tend to seek out stodgy
options, especially during that half an hour
between getting in from work and tea being
ready. One answer is to use a slow cooker. You
can throw in some meat and veggies with a little
stock on a morning and, as if by magic, it’s ready
when you get home from work, eliminating the
need to raid the cupboards while you’re cooking.
There is definitely more temptation to stray
from a health-conscious and active lifestyle at
this time of year, but it doesn’t mean that all
efforts need to come to a standstill.
Give these tips a try and let’s continue to make
the effort to be a fitter, healthier region all year
round.
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ARTS - Culture in

CULTURE IN
Deborah Johnson looks at the latest books, DVDs, music and television to enjoy in the comfort of your own home

BOOK
JASON FOX: BATTLE SCARS
Following in a long series of successful books from forces
heroes, Jason Fox, a former Royal Marine and sergeant in the
Special Boat Service, shares his memoirs. Recounting his career
as an elite operator, including details of gunfights, hostage
rescues and daring escapes, the book is praised for its searing
honesty in detailing Fox’s personal struggles which forced him
to leave the military. As in his now-regular TV appearances, he
bravely shares his story about the hard reality of him leaving
a role of, as he puts it, ‘imagined invincibility’ and the mental
struggle he had in adapting to that. Certain to be on the
Christmas lists of many, Battle Scars has already become a topseller in its short time of release.
Out now
www.waterstones.com

DVD
THE FESTIVAL

TELEVISION
THE LITTLE DRUMMER GIRL

One of the summer hits at the box
office, this British comedy is the
latest offering from Iain Morris,
creator of The Inbetweeners – a
connection which immediately
becomes obvious to viewers of
The Festival. While none of the
characters cross over, its themes
and ‘lad humour’ are very much
reminiscent of Morris’s muchloved creation about teenage rites
of passage. The Festival tells the
story of Nick, whose girlfriend
has just dumped him, and his best
friend Shane, who decide to find
consolation for heartbroken Nick at
a three-day music festival. Genuinely
funny and endearing, The Festival
will bring the laughs to a night in
front of the telly.
Out December 10

Adapted from the John le Carre novel
of the same name, the team behind the
adaptation of his The Night Manager book
return with The Little Drummer Girl. Hailed
as ‘one of the TV events of the year’, the
series recounts the tale, set in the 70s,
of an actress who discovers her holiday
romance is actually an Israeli intelligence
officer, whose intentions are far from
romantic. The production is very slick and portrays every bit of the intrigue and tension of Le
Carre’s classic way of depicting ordinary people being sucked into the mysterious world of
espionage.

www.hmv.com

www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer

ALBUM
CLEAN BANDIT: WHAT IS LOVE?
The hotly-awaited second album from Clean Bandit
arrives four years after the release of debut New Eyes,
but the many singles which have been released from
the follow-up promise good things from What Is Love.
The electronic band again collaborate with many of
the current biggest names in music, including AnneMarie, Rita Ora, Demi Lovato and Charli XCX, to create
an array of hugely infectious timeless tunes. With
six singles already out – indeed half of the album’s
contents – the likes of Rockabye, Solo and Symphony
alone make What Is Love worth a listen.
www.itunes.com
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ARTS - Culture out

CULTURE OUT

A closer look at the arts and cultural highlights in the North East this month

FILM
MARY POPPINS RETURNS

THEATRE
PETER PAN

Capitalising on the feelgood factor of the run-up
to Christmas, Mary Poppins’
long-awaited return is sure to
be a favourite over the festive
period. The sequel to the
legendary 1964 film includes
an array of acting royalty, with
Emily Blunt as the magical
nanny supported by the likes of Julie Walters, Meryl Streep, Ben
Whishaw, Colin Firth – and even an appearance from Dick van Dyke,
who famously starred alongside Julie Andrews in the original. While
many doubt the sequel can ever live up to the iconic original, Mary
Poppins Returns is sure to be worth a watch for the many of us for
whom Mary Poppins will always be a staple in the movie collection.
Released December 21

As panto season
starts to get into full
swing and Christmas
for many would not
be complete without
the cheesy jokes and
catchy songs of a good
old pantomime, there
are certainly many to
choose from in the North East. A personal favourite is Peter
Pan, a timeless classic which is always a winner at Christmas
time. Starring Antony Costa from boy band blue, it’s a fair
bet their songs will feature heavily (which may be a good
or bad thing, depending on your musical preferences) but
the appearance of entertainer Steve Walls for a ninth year,
no doubt with his Ghostbusting bench, will ensure the feelgood family fun.
Until January 5, 2019

Cinemas nationwide

www.playhousewhitleybay.co.uk

ART
HEATHER
PHILLIPSON: AGE
OF LOVE
Returning to the Baltic
with a new collection,
Heather Phillipson
combines videos, sounds
and objects to create a
highly unusual yet fun
exhibition. Set against
a backdrop of a disco
beat and accompanying
flashing lights, with
an array of animals
and birds on television
screens around the room,
Age of Love even comes with its own AR app to show bird faeces
(giving some idea of how obscure this work really is!) Heather created
the exhibition – which is set on a gravel floor and also includes a giant
foot sculpture, conveyor belt and silo – to show alternative forms of
coupling, gendering, transportation, intimacy and duration. Certainly
one that needs to be seen to be properly understood.
Until March 24, 2019

SHOW
NEW YEAR’S EVE WITH
THE DIVINE COMEDY
New Year at Sage
Gateshead has gained a
reputation as one of the
best parties in the region,
and this year a set from
The Divine Comedy must
reinforce that even further.
As makers of some of the
catchiest tunes of the 90s,
like Something for the
Weekend and National
Express, the band have
an iconic status, and their
performance here to ring in
the New Year is sure to make it one of the hottest tickets in
town, particularly for those of a certain age for whom The
Divine Comedy’s return will really resonate.
www.sagegateshead.com

www.baltic.art
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AUDI GOES ELECTRIC
The fully electric e-tron
SUV has made its world
debut and promises to
pave the way for a new
wave of battery-powered
Audi models

F

ossil fuel is ancient history for the
e-tron, Audi’s first ever fully-electric
model.
The full-size SUV – which made
its world debut in San Francisco
and will be available in the UK early next year –
derives high performance and impressive agility
from powerful front and rear electric motors
energised by a large high-voltage battery.
In combination, these facilitate sub-six-second
acceleration potential and a driving range of at
least 248 miles in the WLTP driving cycle, and
ensure delivery with trademark Audi composure
by operating as an electric all-wheel drive system.
Complemented by a comprehensive range of
charging options for home and on the move, and
by the latest in-car communication, entertainment
and assistance technologies, the Audi e-tron is

set make the transition to fully electric driving as
seamless as possible for devotees of the four rings.
Powerful performance on any terrain
Two electric motors drive the electric SUV
powerfully, free of emissions, and almost silently,
with a system output of up to 300kW and
664Nm (489.7lb-ft) of torque. Top speed is an
electronically-limited 124mph while a new quattro
generation – the electric all-wheel drive – provides
for superlative traction and handling on any
terrain and in any weather conditions.
High efficiency
The Audi e-tron can cover more than 248 miles on
a single charge in the WLTP test cycle. This value
is due primarily to the innovative recuperation
system, which is responsible for up to 30 per cent
of the range. The electric SUV can recover energy
in two ways: by means of coasting recuperation
when the driver releases the accelerator, or by
means of braking recuperation when the brake
pedal is depressed.
In both cases, the electric motors function as
a generator and convert the kinetic energy of the
Audi e-tron into electric energy.
Intelligent solutions for home and on the move
The large high-voltage battery in the Audi e-tron
can store up to 95 kWh of energy and is thus the
foundation for the long range. There is generally
no need to stop at charging stations during
everyday driving. On long trips, customers can
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MOTORS – Audi e-tron

use fast charging stations to charge with direct
current (DC) at up to 150kW – a first for a
series-production car. This means that the
Audi e-tron is all set for the next long-distance
stretch of a journey in approximately half an
hour. The electric SUV can also be recharged
with alternating current (AC) at up to 11kW;
recharging with 22kW is available as an option.
Meanwhile, Audi offers various solutions
for charging at home, including a standard
mobile charging system that can be used with
either a 230 volt household outlet or a 400 volt
three-phase outlet, while the optional “connect”
charging system doubles the charging power to
as much as 22kW.
High calibre connectivity
Numerous assist systems make the drive even
more relaxing, including the standard efficiency
assist. With predictive tips in the Audi virtual
cockpit and automatic recuperation, it helps the
driver to drive economically. The system uses
radar sensors, camera images, navigation data
and Car-to-X information to detect the traffic
environment and the route.
In combination with the adaptive cruise
assist, the efficiency assist can also brake and
accelerate the electric SUV predictively. Backing
the assist systems is the central driver assistance
controller, which continuously computes an
exact model of the environment. The required
data is obtained – depending on the selected
options – from up to five radar sensors, six
cameras, 12 ultrasound sensors and the laser
scanner.
The Audi e-tron will also be the brand’s
first model to allow customers to add certain
functions online whenever the need for them
arises. This will be possible from mid-2019
onwards. For example, the LED headlights can
be upgraded to matrix LED headlights with
intelligently-controlled high beams, and assist
systems or infotainment extras such as DAB+
digital radio and the Audi smartphone interface
can be added.

AUDI E-TRON
The Audi e-tron rolls off the
assembly line at the CO2-neutral
plant in Brussels, and is set to open
for orders in the UK in early 2019
with an RRP of £70,805.
www.audi.co.uk
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TECHNOLOGY

TECH
Deborah Johnson reveals what’s new and improved with the world of gadgets and technology

BOSE NOISE MASKING SLEEPBUDS
Bose confirms the European launch of its
revolutionary noise-masking sleepbuds —
tiny, truly wireless earbuds that combine
an ultra-comfortable design with soothing
sounds to block, cover, and replace the
most common noises that interfere with
sleep. Bose® sleepbuds are the smallest
Bose product ever made and are packed
with proprietary technology. They
come with 10 pre-loaded “sleeptracks”
that mirror the frequencies of snoring,
neighbours, dogs, traffic, and more —
hiding them beneath a layer of relaxing
audio.
£229
www.bose.co.uk

An Engineering Breakthrough
Each bud weighs just 1.4g, and measures just over 1cm wide and high. On their exterior is a
laser-etched antenna for reliable connectivity to a phone or tablet. Inside, there’s a rechargeable
silver-zinc battery, a miniscule transducer, and a micro-circuit board with flash memory to store the
pre-loaded noise-masking sound files. Both attach to a new noise-isolating StayHear+ Sleep tip —
another line of defense that creates a physical barrier to unwanted sound. StayHear+ Sleep tips are
included in three sizes. They’re soft, pliable, and virtually weightless.

The Bose Sleep App and Sleepbud Charging Case
Bose sleepbuds use low-energy Bluetooth®, are iOS and Android compatible, and
come with the Bose Sleep app that makes it easy to update, control and select
preferences. Users can set an alarm for the morning, choose the sleeptrack and
volume that works best for their environment — and instantly hear gentle waves
instead of a noisy partner, rustling leaves instead of the party next-door, smoothturning wind turbines instead of busy city streets and more.
Bose sleepbuds come in a brushed aluminum charging case that provides up to 16
hours of battery life unplugged — perfect for travel and overnight stays.
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SAMSUNG UL5 SPEAKERS
Samsung has released a new range of smart
speakers, designed to blend into home décor
while offering outstanding levels of sound.
The VL5 range combines aluminium and wood
to create a timeless look, and with wireless
connectivity, the speakers can be added to
any room. The Moving Dial remote allows users
to control the speakers from anywhere in the
home, even by using only their voice, and also
synchs with a mobile phone and uses Alexa. The
speakers are based on the design of Samsung’s
iconic Frame TV, and boasts similarly high
standards of audio quality.
£399.99
www.samsung.com

NATIVE UNION DROP WIRELESS CHARGER
This charger, hailed as one of the most innovative
around, provides fast and secure charging for iPhone
8 models onwards and all other Qi compatible devices
– its main pitch is that it can charge iPhone devices up
to 16 minutes quicker than other wireless chargers. Its
silicone finish keeps the device in place while charging,
allowing it to be done in optimum time, and also
prevents overheating. The charger is effective through
cases up to 3mm thick, meaning the Drop offers the
ultimate in convenience and time efficiency.
£49.99
www.nativeunion.co.uk

BARISIEUR COFFEE ALARM CLOCK
Gone are the days when you have to venture out of bed
for your coffee fix, when you can now wake up to freshlybrewed coffee thanks to the Barisieur. This premium alarm
clock, designed in a retro style to channel the look of a
traditional vinyl record player, allows users to set their
alarm for when they want to wake – and also, crucially,
when their fresh brew to be ready, filling the room with
the smell of fresh coffee to help ease the pain of the
alarm call. The machine also keeps milk cool overnight.
Available in black and white, the Barisieur – which has
built an array of celebrity followers in the short timewhile
since its launch – is expected to prove particularly popular
as a Christmas present this festive season.
£345
www.barisieur.com
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ADVERTISING FEATURE – Sport - Durham CCC

DURHAM LEAD THE WAY AT
2018 BOCAS
The county cricket club receive three trophies at the 2018 Business of Cricket Awards (BOCAs)

DURHAM CCC
www.durhamccc.co.uk
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D

urham County Cricket Club
was the big winners at the
Business of Cricket Awards
(BOCAs), held at Emirates Old
Trafford on November 22.
The club picked up three BOCAs including
Best Commercial Partnership and Most
Improved Match Day Experience.
Durham’s head of marketing David Jackson
also received the Rising Star Award, capping off
an outstanding night for the north-east club.
The BOCAs, hosted by BBC broadcaster
Mark Chapman at Lancashire Cricket, aims
to recognise non-playing excellence in the
professional game.
“It was a huge honour to win the Rising Star
award, not just for me but for the whole team at
Durham,” David says. “We’re delighted to pick up
three awards and it shows that we’re improving

and reaching the high standard that we wish to
achieve at the club.
“We’re extremely proud to be recognised
for our efforts to make Emirates Riverside the
best matchday experience for the customer
and ensuring our home fixtures are the most
atmospheric, entertaining and welcoming for
members, season ticket holders and families.
Durham County Cricket Club, sales director,
Tom Seymour, adds: “Given we won the
matchday experience award, it was fitting that
our relationship with Liontrust earned us the
2018 Best Commercial Partnership Award.
“Their funding, enthusiasm and dedication
to sponsor our Family Zone for our Vitality
Blast fixtures, enhance the club’s community
engagement alongside the DCCC Foundation
and sponsor the Woman’s Academy proved vital
to us reaching a higher product level across
multiple areas of the business.
“We’re delighted with the partnership and
look forward to achieving more with them next
year.”
Speaking at the awards event, ECB chief
operating officer Gordon Hollins said: “Nights
like tonight give us the chance to say thank you
and to recognise the work put in by the hundreds
of staff who play a vital role in delivering the
success of our professional game.
“Alongside our well deserving winners I’d like
to pay tribute to all of the shortlisted nominees;
you are all making a huge difference.
“The BOCAs allow us to celebrate the
work going on across the country to enable
our domestic game to thrive, and to help our
counties learn from a wide range of speakers
at our Business of Cricket Conference. I’d like
to thank Mary Cahill and her volunteering
team from the Cricket World Cup 2019, Justin
Hopwood from Lancashire, Nick Sykes from
FutureBrand and the BBC’s Barbara Slater and
Ben Gallop for sharing some fascinating insights
with us throughout the day.”
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EVENT - Gateshead College

GATESHEAD COLLEGE’S
EDGE AWARDS
Gateshead College hosted a special awards evening to celebrate the achievements of apprentices and to recognise the
commitment of businesses to developing a skilled workforce though apprenticeships.
The region’s biggest bus operator, Go North East, was named Large Employer of the Year and The Valley Nursery
& Kids Club won Small Employer of the Year. Other companies to be recognised included Greggs and Lear
Corporation, which are both delivering national apprenticeship programmes in partnership with Gateshead College.
The Outstanding Contribution to Apprenticeships Award was presented to Ford Engineering chairman Geoff Ford
MBE.
The awards ceremony took place at the college’s Baltic Campus and was hosted by former Gateshead College
performing arts student Nathan Lough. Guests enjoyed a three-course meal prepared and served by the college’s
catering and hospitality students
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EVENT - Muckle LLP

GENEROSITY
Four of the North East’s leading businesses joined forces for GeNErosity Festival and shared their CSR experiences
with more than 70 people from organisations across the region. Speakers from Greggs PLC, Newcastle Building
Society, Ringtons and Muckle discussed how giving back has helped their businesses, people and communities.
Hugh Welch, Muckle senior partner, says: “Our successful community strategy centres around local causes that our
people are passionate about. However, there’s no secret formula and if you care about making a difference, it’s
important to keep things simple, make it easy for your people to get involved and have fun”
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EVENT - North East Times’ Breakfast

NORTH EAST TIMES’ BREAKFAST
North East Times hosted around 100 attendees at PROTO: The Emerging Technology Centre, on November 8 for
informal networking and refreshments. Attendees from the region’s business community were the first to receive a
copy of the November Issue – with Wayne Hemingway of Hemingway Design, on the cover. We were delighted to
welcome guest speaker Professor Rachel Armstrong, head of experimental architecture at Newcastle University
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INTERVIEW - Iain Watson

MY NORTH EAST
Iain Watson trained as a secondary school English teacher before becoming an education officer at what is now
Segedunum Roman Fort. After nine years managing museums and local history in County Durham, he returned to
Tyne & Wear Archives & Museums (TWAM) in 2001 and was appointed TWAM director in 2010. Iain played an
instrumental role in bringing the Great Exhibition of the North to the region and was part of the creative team who
delivered the major arts, culture and innvoation event this summer

I

was born and brought up in the
North East. I moved back to
the region for a job working as
researcher at Durham University
in 1983. My research, at the time,
was at the interface between archaeology
and applied physics, testing a model for
a computer dating system for samples of
archaeological pottery.
The best thing about living and working
in the North East is the amazing
cultural offer across our cities and
towns. We have the most fantastic
range of arts, museums and heritage
from both professional and voluntary
sectors. I can see the best shows from the
London stage alongside the best museum
exhibitions and a whole range of other
cultural offers – and all for the fraction of
the cost if I lived in a certain large city in
the South East.

IAIN WATSON
Iain.watson@twmuseums.org.uk
@iainwatson
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The visitor attraction the North East
should be proud of is Hadrian’s Wall.
We have two fantastic World Heritage
Sites in the North East but Hadrian’s
Wall with its links to the whole Roman
Frontier is very special to me. I was born
in the General Hospital, 20 yards to the
north of it, and grew up in Fenham, 20
yards to the south of it. Later it became
a big part of my working life and I am
very proud that three of the museums
that Tyne & Wear Archives & Museums
manages are part of this astonishing
Roman Frontier.
My favourite place to conduct business
away from the office is Pink Lane Coffee,
Newcastle. The coffee and the décor
is really fun and relaxed. It’s also very
handy for the rail station and the metro
and has a great creative atmosphere
conducive to positive meetings.

My favourite part of the North East
is Tyneside. I grew up on this river
and can’t imagine living away from it.
Although my family weren’t directly
connected to the River Tyne, I feel it’s
a part of me and it’s one of the things
I always show to visitors to the region
whether it’s the fantastic bridges joining
Newcastle and Gateshead or the amazing
mouth of the river protected by the great
piers at North Shields and South Shields.

My hidden gem in the North East is
Whitburn Village, South Tyneside.
It’s a perfect country ‘green’ village in
the heart of industrial Tyneside. It’s got
particularly poignant memories for
me and my family as I go there every
year with my father on Armistice Day
to remember my uncle whose name
appears on the War Memorial there as
a Whitburn boy who gave his life in the
Second World War.

My favourite place to eat in the North
East is Eslington Villa at Gateshead. A
beautiful 19th century house with lovely
gardens, fantastic views, amazing food
and a really warm welcome. It’s a great
place at any time of year to sit in the
garden in summer or enjoy a log fire in
winter.

If I could change one thing about the
North East it would be that east coast
wind. Can you imagine being on one of
our great beaches, the best beaches in the
world, and not having to brace yourself
against that rather stiff breeze which
often feels like it comes straight from
Siberia?!
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